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Abstract
Automatic speech recognition (ASR) and language proficiency scoring systems face slow adoption in
the field of language teaching, in part because ASR systems still encounter difficulties when recognizing
speech from non-native speakers, child speakers, and noisy environments– the prevailing conditions in
the classroom. In this thesis, we work with a particularly challenging data set of spontaneous speech
data from (sometimes unmotivated) multilingual children with Italian as their native language (L1)
learning both English and German as their second languages (L2). The data set is under-resourced;
thus, unlike in state-of-the-art systems, we cannot train an initial adult L2 model and adapt it further
to child L2 data. Instead, we show that we can achieve the best word error rate (59% for English,
67% for German) by training directly on a small combination of both near-domain L2 read speech and
in-domain L2 spontaneous speech together, as opposed to other types of data. We further show that
we can take advantage of the phonetic representation and confidence scores output by the acoustic
model in the task of grading students on their language proficiency. We use a number of metrics
that correlate (Spearman ρ ≈ ±0.30) with teacher grades, including length of the utterance, number
of silences in the utterance, edit distance between an expected phonetic representation for a nativelike pronunciation and the actual pronunciation, acoustic model confidence scores normalized across
unique phone type, and the difference of above confidence scores between a native and non-native ASR
transcription. This work helps to bridge the gap in speech recognition for low-resource non-native
spontaneous child speech, as well as language proficiency grading, with the hope of moving towards a
higher adoption rate of ASR-based technologies in the classroom.
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1

Introduction

The field of speech recognition has seen massive improvements in recent years with the rise of artificial
intelligence and machine learning, and many domains have seen a proliferation of new speech recognition based tools. However, in the field of language teaching, automatic speech recognition (ASR)
systems have been slow to become adopted, even though the use of speech recognition software in the
classroom could make a powerful supplement to the toolbox of the teacher, in particular when paired
with language proficiency scoring. This is in part because ASR systems still face difficulties when
encountering speech from non-native speakers, child speakers, and noisy environments– the prevailing
conditions in the classroom. In addition, well-annotated, spontaneous speech data from learners of a
given source/target language pair are not always plentiful, which further hinders the creation of ASR
systems. This thesis work seeks to bridge the gap in speech recognition for low-resource non-native
spontaneous child speech, as well as language proficiency grading, with the hope of moving towards a
higher adoption rate of ASR-based technologies in the classroom.
This thesis work is part of a larger project collaboration between the SpeechTek group at Fondazione Bruno Kessler (FBK) and Istituto provinciale per la ricerca e la sperimentazione educativa
(IPRASE). Among other functions, IPRASE administers language proficiency exams in the classroom.
For the spoken portion of the exam, students are given a prompt or a question, and must respond in
spontaneous sentences (i.e. they do not read previously prepared responses, but must answer on their
own). Their answers are graded based on a number of indicators, such as grammar, phonetics, and
relevance to the prompt. The goal of the larger project is to automatically provide some indication
of the student’s performance, ideally, to mimic the grades the teachers would give on each indicator,
or else to provide an estimated level of a student’s overall performance as a guideline. Since the data
is spoken, and the student responses are spontaneous, an ASR system is needed to automatically
transcribe the data. The transcription could then be fed into a grading module in order to provide the
student a grade. When a separate acoustic model is available within the ASR system, the phonetic
output it produces could also be used as input to the grading module. This pipeline is illustrated in
figure 1.

Transcription

Grading

ASR

Grade

Phonetic output

Figure 1: The student’s response is passed through an ASR system, which generates a text transcription and a phonetic output. These are given to the grading module which assigns the student a
grade.
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In this work, we build an ASR system for recognizing the speech of multilingual second language
(L2) learners of English and German, whose first language (L1) is Italian. We place particular emphasis
on the acoustic model portion of the system. We also provide some acoustic model output features
that could be used in future proficiency grading modules.
The data from our L2 learners comes from middle/high school students in northern Italy, who
are taking proficiency exams in the classroom. The target data set is very dirty. Firstly, the audio
represents spontaneous non-native child speech, meaning phenomena caused by interference from the
learners’ native language, as well as hesitations and disfluencies in the speech are very prevalent. As
multilingual learners, the students mix up the target language, often using German words in response
to English questions and vice versa, as well as speaking in Italian on the audio recordings. Some
students laugh or talk to one another during the recordings, thus the background and non-speech
noise is high. These aspects make the process of transcribing and annotating the data for supervised
training challenging, causing a high disagreement between annotators. Finally, the transcriptions
themselves were created by non-native speakers of English, which may also cause difficulties in training
and evaluating the ASR system.
The current state-of-the-art in non-native child speech recognition and proficiency scoring comes
from Education Testing Services (ETS), a large United States based company, which administers
English language proficiency exams (Evanini et al., 2015, 2017). Our work differs in a number of
ways from the work performed by ETS. First of all, the exams administered by ETS are performed
in a formal setting, based on government-prescribed educational standards. In our case, because the
proficiency exams administered by IPRASE are part of a research initiative, they are performed in
an classroom setting, with many students seated next to one another. Students are not motivated by
external factors, such as the receipt of a formal certificate, to perform well on the exam. Therefore,
some students talk to one another, laugh, make jokes, or speak in a language other than the target
language. While ETS administers exams to students across different proficiency levels, we target only
lower proficiency levels. ETS performs speech recognition and proficiency scoring on different types
of responses, including read speech. However, our work focuses solely on spontaneous speech. Finally,
ETS works with learners of just English coming from different native language backgrounds, while we
focus specifically on Italian multilingual learners of both English and German.
For speech recognition, ETS (Evanini et al., 2015) start from an acoustic model already trained on
over 800 hours of non-native adult speech (both read and spontaneous speech), and adapt the model
using 137 hours of non-native child speech. Even with the backing of these resources, they report
a word error rate (WER) of approximately 30% on spontaneous non-native child speech (while the
state-of-the-art for native read speech can reach as low as 5-6% (Graves and Jaitly, 2014)). In this
work, we deal with an under-resourced scenario, in which our in-domain data is limited (around 12
hours in total across both languages and training/test sets). Therefore, unlike ETS, we are not able
to train an initial non-native model and adapt only on in-domain spontaneous child data. Instead,
we use a few different combinations of training data of both native and non-native speech, both
read and spontaneous. We show that we can achieve the best performance by training directly on a
small combination of both near-domain non-native read speech and in-domain non-native spontaneous
speech together, as opposed to other types of data. Nevertheless, the WER remains high at 59% for
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English and 67% for German, so we provide some suggestions for improvement in future work for this
area.
For proficiency grading, the state-of-the-art also comes from ETS (Evanini et al., 2015), who
use a number of different metrics including length of the utterance, number of silences, number of
hesitations, and acoustic model confidence score outputs as features in the grading process. The
creation of a full grading system was outside of the scope of this work; however, we also experiment
with a number of different features. In addition to trying some of the same metrics as ETS, we
follow inspiration from other recent works (Franco et al., 1997; Srikanth and Salsman, 2012; Landini,
2017) to define new metrics based on the phonetic representation and confidence scores output by the
acoustic model. These include (a) the phonetic forced alignments from a native ASR and a recognized
phonetic transcription from a non-native ASR, (b) acoustic model output scores normalized across
unique phonetic classes, and (c) the difference of above confidence scores between a native and a
non-native ASR transcription. We show that these metrics correlate (Spearman ρ ≈ ±0.3) with the
grades provided by the teachers, and discuss further improvements to these metrics.
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows.
In section 2, we cover background work for speech recognition, including discussing the task and
overall architecture of the ASR system, acoustic feature extraction methods, phonetic representation
in ASR, language models, the time-delay neural network (TDNN), which is often used for acoustic
modeling, the combination of the above systems into a “decoder,” and the word error rate (WER)
evaluation metric for ASR systems. For training our own speech recognition system, we used the open
source Kaldi toolkit (Povey et al., 2011)1 , which follows this method.
In section 3, we discuss the difficulties faced by second language speech recognition, including
those that are particular to our specific application, in which we seek to train a system to recognize
non-native spontaneous speech from “uncooperative” multilingual child learners.
In section 4, we outline some recent work in second language speech recognition and grading
language proficiently, which we will build off of in our experimental section.
In section 5, we describe the data sets, language models, pronunciation lexica, acoustic models,
and scoring method we used in our experiments, giving particular focus to the challenging IPRASE
data set that was particular to our task.
In section 6, we discuss how we partitioned the data available to us for training the models. We
then describe the native-English and native-German models that we trained as a starting point to
our experiments. We move on to describe the multilingual models we trained in an effort to refine
the original models, including the comparisons we made between different training data sets, TDNN
architectures, and pronunciation lexica.
In section 7, we discuss some metrics that could be used for grading the students’ proficiency, and
the correlation of these metrics with grades provided to use from teachers in the classroom.
In section 8 we finish by outlining our conclusions from previous sections and discussing some
possibilities for future work.

1 Kaldi:

http://kaldi-asr.org/doc/
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2

Background

This chapter presents some necessary background on modern methodologies for speech recognition.
Research in speech recognition can be divided into two methodologies: the traditional/hybrid methods,
and the end-to-end methods. Traditional methods train the acoustic model (AM) and language
model (LM) separately, allowing the researcher to take advantage of multiple data sources and to
fine-tune each of the separate components. A Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is typically used to
model the transitions between phonetic units, and a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) is used to
model observation (emission) probabilities. A refinement of this method is the hybrid model, in which
the HMM still models state transitions, but a deep neural network (DNN) is used for modeling the
observation probabilities.
End-to-end methods train the entire system jointly, in order to optimize its performance for the
final task. These systems often model the problem of speech recognition as a sequence-to-sequence
task, using deep neural networks (DNN) to find the best character sequence representing the acoustic
data. End-to-end methods relieve the researcher from manually tuning each model in the pipeline
separately, and allow the system to improve holistically, with respect to the actual system application.
However, they require a large amount of data to train, which is not always available in the CALL
setting for a target L1/L2 pairing.
This section describes the traditional/hybrid method, which was what we used for our experiments.
Extra emphasis is placed on those models that are particularly relevant to the work carried out in
this thesis. The reader is referred to the works of Rabiner and Juang (1993) and Huang et al. (2001)
for more detailed exploration of the field of speech recognition in general.

2.1

The Task of an ASR system

The goal of the automatic speech recognition (ASR) system is to ultimately find the word sequence
that best represents the acoustic signal. We can use a probabilistic model for this task, in which the
best word sequence W ∗ will be the word sequence W with the highest posterior probability given the
observations; that is, the sequence of acoustic feature vectors X (equation 1 below). The posterior
probability can be decomposed using Bayes’ Rule into the likelihood of the features given the word
sequence and the prior probability of the word sequence, over the marginal probability of observing
the acoustic features (eq. 2). Since the denominator doesn’t include the word sequence as a factor,
we can drop this for the purposes of finding the best word sequence (eq. 3) (Rabiner and Juang, 1993;
Gales et al., 2008).
W ∗ = arg max p(W |X)

(1)

W

p(X|W ) p(W )
p(X)

(2)

≈ arg max p(X|W ) p(W )

(3)

= arg max
W

W
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2.2

ASR system architecture

HMM-GMM

G2P model

Pronun
lexicon

Feature
generation

Aligned
speech

Text
corpus

Language
model

Decoder

Acoustic
model

Feature
& phone
generation

Speech
corpus

Text output

Figure 2: ASR system architecture. 1) A language model (LM) is trained from a text corpus to
model word transitions. 2) A pronunciation lexicon is created using a grapheme-to-phoneme (G2P)
model, which contains all the words with their phonetic transcriptions. 3) Acoustic features and a
phonetic representation are extracted from a speech corpus, and aligned using an HMM-GMM. 4) The
alignments are used to train an acoustic model (AM) which translates acoustic frames to a phonetic
representation. 5) The models combine in the decoder, which outputs the best word sequence given
the acoustic features.
In speech recognition, common methods split up the training of ASR system components, such that
the acoustic model and the language model are trained separately. In this way, the acoustic model
can focus on translating acoustic frames into a lower-level phonetic representation, and the language
model can focus on modeling word sequences. The language model is often a probabalistic n-gram
model used for predicting the next word in a sequence, trained on a large corpus of text data. A
grapheme-to-phoneme model, either a probabilistic one or a handcrafted rule-based model, is used
to create a pronunciation lexicon (see section 2.4). Pronunciation adaptation techniques can be used
to ensure that the system is able to model the target data, even if the source training material was
different (Wang et al., 2003; Bouselmi et al., 2006; Wang and Yamamoto, 2015).
The acoustic model is used to model the sequence of phonetic subword units called “phones” (or
even more fine-grained units called “triphones” see 2.4). The transitions between phones are modeled
using Hidden Markov Model (HMM) states, which postulates that the best word sequence will be
the one with the highest sum of probabilities over the given sequence of states S (eq. 4). At this
point, for the purposes of simplifying the model, an assumption is made that the acoustic feature
sequence is conditionally independent from the sequence of words; that is, the acoustic features are
only conditioned upon the state sequence (eq. 5) 1 . In equation 5, we can refer to p(X|S) as the
1 The conditional independence assumption is used for the purposes of simplifying the model, but is not realistic,
since due to the properties of human cognition and physiology, speech is dependent on the words the speaker intends
to say, and each frame of speech is dependent on the frames that come before/after. This assumption is tested in some
of the most recent end-to-end approaches, (Kim et al., 2017).
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acoustic model (AM), p(S|W ) as the pronunciation lexicon model, and p(W ) as the language model
(LM) (Watanabe et al., 2017).
W ∗ ≈ arg max

X

W

p(X|W, S) p(S|W ) p(W )

(4)

p(X|S) p(S|W ) p(W )

(5)

S

≈ arg max

X

W

S

For the acoustic model, using the chain rule of probability, we can condition the current acoustic
frame on all the frames that came before it (eq. 6). Once again, by invoking conditional independence1 ,
the acoustic model likelihood can then be approximated by only looking at the current frame (eq. 7).
The same can then be done for the state sequence (eq. 8-9) (Watanabe et al., 2017).
p(X|S) =

T
Y

p(xt |x1 , ..., xt−1 , S)

(6)

p(xt |S)

(7)

p(xt |(st |s1 , ...st−1 ))

(8)

p(xt |st )

(9)

t=1

≈

T
Y
t=1

≈

T
Y
t=1

≈

T
Y
t=1

In general, available speech corpora are transcribed at the sentence level; however, the acoustic
model should convert acoustic features to a phonetic representation (typically into triphones; see
section 2.4). For this reason, a separate AM is used to initially align a phonetic representation of
the training data to the acoustic signal. This is usually done using a Hidden Markov Model with
Gaussian Mixture Model outputs (HMM-GMM). In this case, phonetic units are modeled as HMM
states, and observation vectors (acoustic frames) as GMM distributions. The probability of outputting
an observation xt given state S = sj then becomes the sum of the Gaussian mixture component
probabilities:

p(xt |sj ) =

M
X

cmj N (x; µmj , Σmj )

(10)

m=1

where cmj is the mixture coefficient for that component (a trainable weight) given state sj , and the
Gaussian is parameterized on the mean vector µmj , and covariance matrix Σmj . The parameters of
the HMM-GMM can then be trained using the Forward-Backward algorithm, to infer a probability
distribution over the HMM states given the observations (Rabiner and Juang, 1993).
This model stores acoustic model likelihoods in the form of Gaussian mixture probabilities given a
particular state. However, for transcribing (also called “decoding”) the acoustic signal into a phonetic
representation, we need to extract the best state sequence given the acoustic features. To achieve
this, we can convert the acoustic model likelihoods into the posterior probabilities for each state. The
12

posterior probability p(si |xt ) of being of being in a particular state si at time t given the observation
xt is defined as:

p(xt |si )p(si )
p(si |xt ) = PJ
j=1 p(xt |sj )p(sj )

(11)

where p(xt |si ) is the likelihood of the observation given this state, p(si ) is the prior probability of this
state, and the sum ranges over all possible states sj .
The posterior probability can then be used with the Viterbi algorithm for finding the best state
sequence alignment for the data, that is, for creating a transcription of acoustic frames to phones
(Rabiner and Juang, 1993). We will see in section 7 that we can also make use of the the posterior
probabilities in proficiency scoring.
Once the alignments are available, they can then be used as supervised training data for the
acoustic model, which can be the same HMM-GMM or a deep neural network (DNN). A common
approach is to train a hybrid HMM-DNN model, in which the state transitions are modeled using
the same HMM, while the posterior probability of being in a state given the acoustic feature vector
observation is modelled using a DNN.
The DNN is typically trained from labeled data, where each frame in the acoustic signal is labeled
with its correct phonetic class. The output layer (e.g. Softmax layer) of the network produces a
posterior probability distribution over the possible classes, and the network is trained such that the
class with the highest probability is the correct output class for that frame. During decoding, we can
select the state with the highest posterior probability in each frame. Recent work has made effective
use of a time delay neural network (TDNN) as the DNN in hybrid models (Peddinti et al., 2015),
which we describe in section 2.6.
Finally, the AM, LM, and the pronunciation lexicon are all combined in the decoder using a
weighted finite state transducer (WFST). This is a finite automaton, in which the state transitions
are labeled with an input and output segment, allowing the automaton to translate from phone states
to word sequences. Weights represent probabilities, which are summed across the transitions to control
which final output sequence best represents the input (Mohri et al., 2001; Povey et al., 2011).
Figure 2 (above) depicts a typical ASR system.
Traditional/hybrid systems allows the researcher to tune each aspect of the pipeline to greater
accuracy. The use of a separate acoustic model with phone-level targets lowers the number of parameters required by reducing the output space. Meanwhile, the language model can be made more
robust by leveraging the much larger amount of text data that is available from the Web, instead
of being restricted to only the transcriptions of the acoustic data, which is particularly problematic
in under-resourced data sets. For computer assisted language learning, the ability to look into each
separate component may also prove useful towards finding model flaws, or as insight into speakers’
performance on specific sub-tasks. For example, a phone-level transcription, as provided by the acoustic model, may help us determine non-native speaker’s proficiency in terms of phonetics or spoken
fluency, while grammatical or semantic proficiency is better gaged from the word-level transcriptions
output by the entire system. On the other hand, since the objectives of each subsystem are not neces-
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sarily aligned (that is, the language model is optimized for text prediction, while the acoustic model
is optimized for phonetic recognition), their performance is not necessarily aligned to the performance
of the system as a whole. In addition, the performance of the ASR system is likewise separated from
the downstream task of grading second language learners on their language proficiency. Nevertheless,
facing an under-resourced data set, we chose to use the the hybrid method.

2.3

Acoustic feature extraction

Before beginning to train an acoustic model, acoustic features need to be extracted from the audio.
Feature extraction refers to preprocessing the acoustic signal into some usable parameters. The goal
of this step is to remove any acoustic information that is not useful for the task of speech processing
(e.g. information that the human ear is not capable of hearing), and to reduce the representation of
the acoustic signal into a more manageable size (Gales et al., 2008). There exist a number of feature
extraction methods in use, but we will briefly describe filter-bank (fbank) and Mel-frequency cepstral
coefficients (MFCCs). For more details, the reader is referred to Huang et al. (2001); Rabiner and
Juang (1993).
The Fourier transform is the main tool in most feature extraction methods, although some preprocessing is applied prior to the application of the Fourier transform.

Figure 3: The Fourier transform decomposes an acoustic signal (red) into a linear combination of sines
and cosines (light blue). The amplitudes of these component frequencies are collected to create the
signal in the frequency domain (dark blue).1
First, the signal, which is actually an analog sound wave, must be digitized through sampling and
quantization. Sampling frequencies of 8000Hz and 16000Hz are common, with 16000Hz being sufficient
to cover most of the range of information-rich frequencies that are produced in human speech.
Next, a pre-emphasis filter is applied to the higher frequencies. Because the human ear makes use
of the higher frequencies more than the lower frequencies for phone recognition, and higher frequencies
often have lower magnitudes, the pre-emphasis filter gives the higher frequencies more weight. Next,
the signal is segmented into overlapping frames e.g. 25ms in length, shifted by 10ms. The frames
overlap, so that the information that is found at the edges of one frame, can also be found at the
1 Code

for this figure comes from: http://pgfplots.net/tikz/examples/fourier-transform/
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center of another frame. The frame segmentation enforces a simplifying assumption that the original
signal (actually a fluctuating sound wave) is stationary over small increments of time. The signal in
each frame is then smoothed by applying a Hamming window (see figure 4). This is done because
while the Fourier transform assumes a signal is infinite, we will be giving it a finite portion of the
signal. By cutting the signal, we introduce new end points to the function, implicitly applying a
square window, creating new frequencies that weren’t in the original signal— a phenomenon known as
spectral leakage. The Hamming function minimizes the truncation at the ends of the frame, helping
to counteract this.
1

amplitude

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
0

N-1
samples

Figure 4: The Hamming window function used to smooth each frame before applying the STFT.
Next, a Short-Time Fourier-Transform (STFT) is applied to each frame (eq. 12). This function
decomposes the signal into a linear combination of sines and cosines at different frequencies. The
amplitudes at the frequencies are then recorded, thus converting the signal into the frequency domain
(see figure 3):
ST F Tj (k) =

N
X

sj (n)h(n)e−i2πkn

1≤k≤K

(12)

n=1

where N is the number of samples in the frame, sj (n) is the speech frame for sample n at time step j,
h(n) is the Hamming window function applied to the sample, K is number of samples over which the
STFT is computed.1 . This procedure is performed for every frame in the series. The concatenation
of each of these frames can be visualized using a spectrogram (see figure 6).
Following this, in order to get an estimation of the power spectral density over the frame, the
result is converted to the power spectrum, creating in a periodogram (eq. 13).

Pj (k) =

1
2
|ST F Tj (k)|
N

(13)

1 See
also this explanation of the procedure:
http://practicalcryptography.com/miscellaneous/
machine-learning/guide-mel-frequency-cepstral-coefficients-mfccs/
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The human ear is more discriminative at lower frequencies than at higher frequencies. For this
reason, the periodogram is passed through a non-linear function, called the Mel function, meant to
replicate this behaviour:

M el(f ) = 2595log10 (1 +

f
)
700

(14)

In addition, the human ear does not do a good job of distinguishing between frequencies that are
close to one another. For this reason, the Mel-transformed signal is separated into “bins.” This is done
by passing the Mel-space magnitudes through overlapping triangular filters, which have a response of
1 at the center, and 0 at the ends (see figure 5). Triangular filters are used so that values on the edge
of two bins get some of their magnitude interpolated into both bins. The result is a set of filter-bank
(fbank) features, which have a higher resolution at the lower frequencies. At this point, we have a
vector of fbank features for each frame in our acoustic signal.

Figure 5: Triangular filter banks on the Mel-scale, with higher resolution at the lower frequencies
(colours distinguish the bins).1
To obtain Mel-frequency cepstral coefficient (MFCC) features, we can take the log of the filter
bank vector and apply a discrete cosine transform (DCT) to the result. Usually only a subset of the
resulting values are retained (e.g. the first is discarded and the next 13 are kept). For MFCC features,
the first and second derivative (called deltas and delta-deltas) are also computed to include information
on the trajectory of the speech signal. For both fbank and MFCC features, mean normalization can
be applied to reduce the signal-to-noise ratio. This is done by subtracting the mean of each coefficient
from the frames (Huang et al., 2001; Rabiner and Juang, 1993).
Because of their smaller representation, MFCCs are often used in traditional systems; however
filter bank (fbank) features have been shown to perform better when used with deep neural networks
(Hinton et al., 2012).
1 See also this helpful explanation of acoustic features, from which this image is sourced:
https://haythamfayek.com/2016/04/21/speech-processing-for-machine-learning.html
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Figure 6: Top: an acoustic signal (x-axis: time; y-axis: amplitude). Middle: a spectrogram of
the signal (x-axis: time; y-axis: frequency, low on bottom; shading: energy, darker means higher).
Bottom: the word-level annotation of the signal (see section 5.1 for more about this annotation).

2.4

Phonetic representation

The acoustic model needs to convert acoustic features to a phonetic representation; however, the
original transcriptions typically available to us are at a sentence level. Thus, we need to extract a
phonetic transcription from the sentence level transcription.
In this case, a set of phonetic symbols called “phones” are defined, to be used as a more precise
alphabet for transcribing the speech signal. Phones are initially chosen based on the description of
the phonetic system of the target language from linguistic literature, e.g. by using the phonemes of
the language (i.e. those sounds which are considered perceptually distinct by native speakers of the
language, such as /p/ and /b/ in English). They can then be refined based on observation of the gain
obtained in performance by making more or fewer distinctions amongst these classes.
Next, a grapheme-to-phoneme (G2P) model is created to convert the written text into the phonelevel representation. The G2P model can be a handcrafted rule-based model, in which a series of
rewrite rules translates character sequences into phone sequences, or a statistical model, which can be
more effective for languages with inconsistent letter-to-sound correspondences and/or non-alphabetic
writing systems (e.g. English or Japanese).
The G2P model is then used to create a pronunciation lexicon from a text corpus. The pronunciation lexicon will include all the words that the ASR system should recognize, transcribed into their
phonetic representation. For creating phone-level transcriptions of the training data, the words can
either be looked up in the pronunciation lexicon or also passed through the G2P model.
Following this, phones are typically split into word-position dependent states called monophones,
to account for the word-position dependent co-articulations that speakers make. That is, phone “a” will
be split into monophones “a_B,” “a_E,” “a_I,” and “a_S,” where B/I/E/S stand for begin, internal,
end, and singleton respectively. The monophones are further split into a sequence of context-dependent
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subphone states. Three states are commonly used, in which case, they are referred to as “triphones”.
Triphones are used because while the acoustic signal for a phone is considered to be somewhat stable
in its feature values in the center of its utterance, it will differ significantly for the left/right side of the
phone, depending on the preceding/following context. Splitting the phones into triphone states allows
for more context dependency in the phone sequence and a more accurate acoustic model (Rabiner and
Juang, 1993). For example, “a_I” may be split up into separate triphone states, such that a phone
sequence of, for example, “t_B a_I” is treated as a separate state from a phone sequence of “d_B
a_I.” The combination of context-dependent triphone states and Gaussian mixtures can result in a
very large parameter space, causing an issue of data sparsity, where there are not enough samples of
each context-dependent triphone to make good parameter estimates.
Thus, a binary decision tree is used to “tie” similar states together, in order to reduce the number
of output Gaussians that would be needed. The tree-creation process proceeds top-down. First, an
initial set of monophones is created and cloned for each context-dependent triphone. If no splits in
the tree were to be created, this configuration would represent the case case in which all triphones are
tied together. So, for example, all “a_I” are tied together, regardless of the left/right context. Next,
each node in the tree asks a question regarding the context of the triphone (e.g. “Is the preceding
phone a stop?”). The triphone is split into two categories based on the answer (e.g. “preceding stop”
and “no preceding stop”). The log likelihood is measured on a test set. When a split increases the
log likelihood, the context-dependent triphone state receives its own Gaussian mixture component.
When a split does not increase the log likelihood, the “tied” version of the triphone remains grouped
together with similar states, which share a single Gaussian mixture component. All questions are
asked in tandem, and the split across all the question nodes that results in the highest log likelihood
is kept. We repeat the splitting process until some threshold in log likelihood is reached, and/or as
long as each leaf node has some minimum number of samples, and/or as long as we have not reached
some maximum number of output Gaussians. In this way, some contexts will be grouped together
into the same output Gaussian, meaning some of the context-dependency of the triphones will be lost,
but the parameter space can be greatly reduced, and rare or unseen triphone combinations from the
data are better handled (Yong et al., 1994).

2.5

Language model

The language model (LM) is used to model the prior probability of a word sequence W (see eq. 5).
The word sequence is modeled as the conditional probability of the last word in the sequence given
its history, as in eq. 15. Typically, the history is truncated to n − 1 to create an n-gram based model,
as in eq. 16 (Gales et al., 2008). A higher value of n helps to model specific contexts, but increases
the size of the model and could cause a drop in performance due to data sparsity. A lower value of n
may result in too coarse a model. Values for n are typically chosen empirically, with numbers between
2 − 5 being common.
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p(W ) =

I
Y

p(wi |wi−1 , ..., w1 )

(15)

p(wi |wi−1 , ..., wi−n+1 )

(16)

i=1

≈

I
Y
i=1

The model can be trained using maximum likelihood estimation, in which occurrences of each ngram are counted and normalized by the total of their history. For example, the maximum likelihood
estimate for the trigram (that is, when n = 3) “wi−2 wi−1 wi ” can be approximated as in equation
17, where C is a function that simply counts the number of occurrences in the training data (Chen
and Goodman, 1999).
p(wi |wi−1 wi−2 ) ≈

C(wi−2 wi−1 wi )
C(wi−2 wi−1 )

(17)

However, this estimate faces a problem of data sparsity, in which the probabilities for words or
n-gram sequences that were not observed in the training data still need to be provided with an
estimate. (In the case of words, these are often labeled as UNK for “unknown” or referred to as OOV for
“out-of-vocabulary” words.) This can be counteracted by various smoothing (discounting) and backoff methods. In smoothing, some probability mass is removed from the counts of observed n-grams
(classes), and given to the unobserved class. In back-off, a recursively coarser class is used to estimate
the probabilities (with backing-off distributions also being smoothed to avoid zero probabilities). For
example, if a trigram “wi−2 wi−1 wi ” was not seen in the data, the probability for such a trigram can
be estimated from the probability of the coarser bigram “wi−1 wi ”, which in turn could be estimated
from the probability of the unigram “wi ”. Many different smoothing and back-off methods exist. A
commonly used type is Jelinek-Mercer smoothing, which interpolates the probability of an unseen
n-gram between higher order and lower order models. A refinement of Jelinek-Mercer smoothing is
Witten-Bell smoothing, in which the number of unique words which follow the lower order n-gram
is used to interpolate the probability of the current n-gram (that is, we also consider how surprised
we would be to see a particular word after the lower order n-gram). Chen and Goodman (1999)
provide an overview of the most widespread smoothing and back-off methods (e.g. Jelinek-Mercer,
Kneser-Ney, Katz, etc).
Finally, n-gram LMs are usually evaluated on a separate test set using perplexity, defined in
equation 18, where N is the number of words (tokens) in the test set, and H is the entropy (Gales
et al., 2008).
1

P P L = 2H = 2− N

PN

i=1

log2 p(wi |wi ,...,wi−n+1 )

(18)

The LM can be trained on text data separate from the data the acoustic model is trained on;
however, during recognition, only those words that are available in the pronunciation lexicon will be
able to be recognized by the system. Pronunciations for the words from the LM can be generated
using a grapheme-to-phoneme model, as described in section 2.4, and added to the lexicon, to ensure
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that the ASR system can recognize these words.

2.6

Time-delay neural network acoustic model

In speech recognition, neural networks can be used for the AM, LM and/or G2P models. They have
also been used in the end-to-end method as encoders/decoders.1 Recent work (Peddinti et al. (2015,
2018); Povey et al. (2016)) employs a time-delay neural network (TDNN) for the acoustic model.
This section gives an overview of the time-delay-neural network (TDNN), which was used in our
experiments for the AM.
A TDNN is a neural network that takes into account the temporal nature of speech, by observing
the nearby context frames. The TDNN neuron operates on feature vectors using the convolution
operation. It can be described as a 1-dimensional convolutional neural network (CNN) with dilations
(c.f. Dumoulin and Visin (2016) on CNNs). Like in a CNN, the same weights are updated each time the
kernel steps over the input signal, in a process called weight sharing. This allows the TDNN to classify
feature vectors irrespective of their location within the input sequence (e.g. at the start, middle, or
end of the acoustic signal). Unlike a CNN, the TDNN operates on the entire input height of the
feature vectors, so that the kernel cannot move vertically across the feature bands (only horizontally
across the time-domain). In acoustic modeling, this ensures that the network learns to associate entire
audio frames (from low frequencies to high frequencies) with particular phones, rather than sharing
weights across different frequency bands. The temporal nature of speech is captured by defining a
kernel with a width of greater than 1 frame, and by introducing dilations into the feature kernel, such
that the input frames read by the kernel are not contiguous, but rather an arbitrary distance away.
Let us define the input at each time step t, as a vector of real valued acoustic features xt ∈ Rm
(e.g. the amplitude at a given frequency, or the values in each filter bank bin). Observing the input
over time (i.e. looking at the spectrogram of the signal), we then have the matrix of input features
X ∈ Rm×t . Depending on the implementation, vectors can be added on either end to “pad” the input,
where the padding would have a height m and length p. Padding is typically either created by using
zero vectors, or by extrapolating from the first/last frame values. It can be added to ensure that the
first/last frames are included in the computation similarly to other frames, and/or to ensure the the
number of outputs generated by each convolution layer are constant.
Next, let us define a trainable kernel (a weight matrix) W ∈ Rm×l , where the kernel has the same
height of m, and a width of l. The kernel W slides over the input signal, with a stride of s (that is, s
steps at a time). Moving in this way, the output width o, that is, the number of times that the kernel
can “fit” across the length of the input sequence, is given by2 :


t − l + 2p
o=
+1
s

(19)

where b.c indicates the floor function.
In the simplest case, we will use no padding (p = 0), and we will assume the kernel slides over
1 A full treatment of neural networks is impossible here, but see Nielsen (2018) available at http://
neuralnetworksanddeeplearning.com/ for a helpful introduction.
2 The +1 here accounts for the off-by-one error, which would otherwise cause us to miss the last output step.
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the input signal one step at a time (s = 1). At each time step t, an element-wise multiplication
(Hadamard product) is performed with the kernel weights over the input beneath it. These values are
all summed together, and a trainable bias b is added (used to shift the output left or right), before
being passed through a non-linear activation function α (e.g. sigmoid or rectified linear) to form the
output vector z. The scalar output of a single element zq ∈ z, at output step q ∈ {1, 2, ..., o}, can
be given by equation 20, where the first summation ranges over the output steps, the second over
the height of the acoustic features, and the third over the width of the kernel. Note that the kernel
weights are shared for each output step q.
o X
m X
l
X
zq = α(
xi,q−1+j wi,j + b)

(20)

q=1 i=1 j=1

Figure 7 illustrates the kernel sliding over the input to create the entire output vector z (without
the bias).
o

m

t
l

q=1

q=2

q=3

q=4

q=5

q=6

Figure 7: A kernel (shaded blue) slides over the input (blue), performing the convolution to create
the output (green) at the given point (shaded green). Padding=0, stride=1, kernel width=3. 1
For a more complicated case, the feature vectors which are passed as input to the TDNN neuron
may not necessarily be contiguous. For example, the target frame could be concatenated with a frame
3 time steps in the past and a frame 3 time steps in the future for a total of 3 input frames {−3, 0, 3}
in the non-contiguous case, or it could be concatenated with all time steps starting from the frame
3 time steps in the past and ending with the frame 3 time steps in the future for a total of 7 input
frames [−3, 3] in the contiguous case (Peddinti et al., 2015). The past/future frames are often referred
to as the “context” or as “delays.” See figure 8 for an illustration of a non-contiguous kernel sliding
1 The code to produce these images was modified from that of Dumoulin and Visin (2016) available at
https://github.com/vdumoulin/conv_arithmetic
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over the input to create the output vector z (without the bias).
In the non-contiguous case, the summation will occur over only those values directly beneath the
kernel, which now has some gaps in its length. Thus, we can define J as the set of frame indexes to
select (with 0 being the time step currently being processed). The size of the output vector (i.e. the
number of times the kernel can “fit” into the input space) will be defined by the range of the values
in J as described in equation 21 1 .

o=

t − (max(J) − min(J)) + 2p
s


(21)

We can now alter our equation for the convolution as in equation 22 2 .
o X
m X
X
zq = α(
xi,q−1+j wi,j + b)

(22)

q=1 i=1 j∈J

o

m

)
x(J
ma

−m

J
in(

)

t

q=1

q=2

q=3

q=4

Figure 8: A kernel (shaded blue) slides over the input (blue), performing the convolution over noncontiguous input frames to create the output (green) at the given point (shaded green). Padding=0,
stride=1, kernel width=3, context frames={−2, 0, 2}.3
Finally, let us suppose that instead of just one kernel, we have K kernels, such that W(k) ∈
{W(1) , ..., W(K) }. Each kernel can be used to similarly slide over the input. This will create a series
of output vectors, which we can organize into an output matrix Z ∈ Rk×o . This can then be used as
input to the next layer of the TDNN. An example with two hidden layers is illustrated in figure 9b,
from Waibel et al. (1990).
In practical implementations, the input sequence and the weight matrix can both be unrolled, and
a dot product can be computed to perform the convolution (c.f. Dumoulin and Visin (2016) for CNNs,
which use a similar computation).
The kernel weights and biases are trained through the typical backpropagation algorithm of neural
networks. Because each kernel’s weights are shared across each convolution operation, the TDNN
1 We can remove the +1 that was on the end because we are now calculating from the difference between the values
in J rather than from the width of the kernel.
2 Equations 21-22 can be considered as the more general case, since the set J can simply be made to include all
integers {1, 2, ...l} to produce the same result as in equations 19-20.
3 The code to produce these images was modified from that of Dumoulin and Visin (2016) available at
https://github.com/vdumoulin/conv_arithmetic
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learns a representation of the input that is invariant to the position of the input in a sequence;
however, the use of a varying context allows the network to take advantage of the temporal nature of
the acoustic signal (Waibel, 1989; Peddinti et al., 2015; Rabiner and Juang, 1993).

(a)

(b)

Figure 9: The TDNN neural network, from Waibel et al. (1990). (a) The TDNN neuron observes the
input U , and its “delays” D1 , ...DN . It convolves this sequence of vectors with a shared weight matrix,
and passes the result through an activation function F to produce the output. See also eq. 20-22 (note
that our notation differs). (b) The TDNN architecture. Three frames on the interval [-1,1] (i.e.
the target and ±1 frames) are convolved with 8 kernels of shared weights to create the first hidden
layer. A stride of 1 is used to pass over the entire input signal. Then, frames on the interval [-2,2]
are convolved with 3 kernels to produce the second hidden layer. Finally, the results from the second
layer are summed to produce the output.
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2.7

Decoding

After the model is trained, it can be used to transcribe new acoustic signals into text. This process
is referred to as “decoding” (from the idea that the acoustic signal is a coded signal which needs to
be interpreted into the correct written language representation). The AM, LM, and pronunciation
lexicon all combine into a decoder, which is used for this task. A weighted finite state transducer
(WFST) is used for this purpose. Refer to Mohri et al. (2008) for a thorough explanation of the
building of the WFST. In short, the probabilities from the language model are used to created a
weighted, directed graph G of word transitions, which is combined with a similar graph L from the
lexicon, consisting of phone transitions. This is further combined with a context-dependent graph C
which translates from triphone ids to phones. Finally, the HMM graph H is added, which translates
from HMM transition ids (an encoding of the combinations of context-dependent triphone states and
GMM probability density function ids) to triphones. The combined HCLG graph translates from
HMM transition ids to words and can be pre-compiled to build a lattice of possible word sequences.
Then, once the acoustic signal is available, arcs from each time step are added to the WFST, and the
most likely path through the graph can be found, given the acoustic features (Povey et al., 2012).

2.8

Evaluation

A common metric used for testing ASR quality is the word error rate (WER). This is a metric based
on edit distance that compares the recognizer output to the reference transcription. It is defined as
the number of insertions (I), substitutions (S), and deletions (D) in the recognizer output, over the
number of words in the reference transcription (N):
WER =

S+I +D
N

(23)

The recognizer should produce as few transcription errors as possible, thus, the WER should be
low. Character error rate or phone error rate can also be used, which are defined similarly, but for
characters/phones rather than words. In this work, we report word error rate.
WER on non-native speech may be constrained at a higher percentage than that of native speech.
Zechner (2009) found that inter-transcriber agreement, measured as WER, for humans scoring nonnative speech can be as high as 15-20% as compared to 5% for humans scoring native speech. This
suggest that our automatic system may also be unable to reach a better word error rate than the
15-20%. Indeed, recent work from Educational Testing Service (ETS), who were able to train an ASR
system on 800 hours of non-native speech, reported a word error rate of 28.5% when training and
testing lexica were aligned (and an even higher WER when they were not) (Chen et al., 2018).
Also note that since the ultimate goal of the larger project is to provide the students a grade on
their spoken responses, and since data transcriptions may not always be reliable in any case (refer
to section 5.1 on our data/transcriptions), the model that produces the best WER may not be the
model that produces the best result on the grading modules.
In general, however, WER allows us to compare performance of different models, and give us an
indication of which directions are worth pursuing.
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3

Second Language Learners’ Speech

Second language (L2) learners’ speech is marked by a number of difficult-to-recognize phenomena.
Language learners who come from different native language (L1) backgrounds will exhibit different
phenomena in their L2 (Ping, 2008); that is, their L1 will interfere with the L2 in different ways,
giving rise to different “accents” in the same target language. We will distinguish 4 main types of phenomena: phonological crossover, pronunciation errors, lexical crossover, and hesitations/disfluencies.
In addition, noise and child speech provides further challenges in a real-world classroom setting.
Phonological crossover occurs when the phonological system of the L1 interferes with the L2. It can
occur when a learner has difficulty producing sounds in their L2 that do not exist in L1. For example,
a learner of English who has Italian as their L1 may have difficulty recognizing and pronouncing the
difference between lax and tense vowels, because these vowels are perceptually similar to one another
for an Italian speaker (e.g. /I/ as in “bit”, vs. /i/ as in “beat”)

1

, Phonological crossover can also

occur when two phonemes are neutralized in a particular context in the learner’s L1, but should remain
separate in the L2 or vise versa. For example, a learner of English who has German as their L1 may
struggle with voicing final consonants (/b/ as in “robe” vs. /p/ as in “rope”), because in German,
plosives such as /b, d, g/ become voiceless at the ends of words. These errors are often difficult for
learners to recognize, since they stem from a subconscious knowledge of the phonemic and phonetic
system of the L1. Because different languages use different phonemes and allophones, phonological
crossover in an L2 differs depending on the L1 of the learner, and poses a significant challenge to L2
speech recognition.
Phonological crossover in Italian students’ English pronunciation has been previously examined
in the context of teaching English as a second language/ other language (TESL/TESOL). The most
common misformations Italian students make (see table 1) occur where the English phoneme is noncontrastive or non-existent in Italian, in which case the student may approximate the pronunciation
with the closest Italian phoneme (e.g. /D/ as [d]), or where the phonological system of Italian suggests
a different pronunciation than that of English (e.g. voicing assimilation of /z/ to [s] in Italian)
(Wheelock, 2016).

/A/
/oU/
/ae/
/3/
/i/
/I/

Vowels
as other
as
[o]
as other
as
[E]
as
[I]
as
[i]

Consonants
/z/ as [s]
/v/ as [f]
/D/ as [d]
/T/ as [t]
/g/ as [k]
/d/ as [t]

Table 1: The six most common vowel and consonant misformations Italian speakers make when
speaking English, from Wheelock (2016). The left side of each column indicates the target English
phoneme, and the right indicates the actual pronunciation the speaker made.
Pronunciation errors occur when a learner pronounces a word incorrectly due to a misinterpretation
of how a word should sound, such as through a misreading of the word (e.g. /hEIt/ instead of /haIt/ for
“height”). These are particularly noticeable in cases where a mispronunciation changes meaning (e.g.
1 Phonetic

symbols are written using the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) (Decker et al., 1999).
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/laIv/ instead of /lIv/ for “live”). These errors are distinct from phonological crossover, because while
phonological crossover relates to an error stemming from inherent differences between the phonological
system of the L1 and the L2, pronunciation errors stem from misinformation regarding the correct
pronunciation, often due to a misunderstanding of the L2 grapheme-to-phoneme system. In fact,
the effect of the written form on Italians’ pronunciation of English has been the subject of study.
Bassetti and Atkinson (2015) covered four sources of pronunciation errors, which resulted in (a) silent
letters being mistakenly pronounced (e.g. the addition “l” in “salmon” or “b” in “climb”), (b) using
the incorrect length for consonants and vowels based on their doubling in the orthography, (c) always
pronouncing the past tense suffix “-ed” as [ed], despite its various morphophonemic realizations, and
(d) pronouncing homophones with different spellings differently due to the invention of incorrect
grapheme-to-phoneme rules. They found that many of these errors could not have arisen without
knowledge of the written form.
Lexical crossover occurs when a learner misuses a word in the target L2, either by using a word
from a different language they are learning, or using a false-friend from their L1, or even simply using
an L1 word directly, and hoping to be understood (e.g. “controllare” in Italian means “to check” in
English, and is a false-friend with “control” in English translated as “dominare” in Italian).
Furthermore, hesitations and disfluencies, such as stutterings, word repetitions, “ums” or “ahs” and
so on, can occur very commonly in L2 speech, as learners are gaining fluency in the target language.
Typical models trained on native speech tend to perform badly in the face of these non-native
phenomena, even without the inclusion of child voices.
Child voices pose an additional problem for ASR systems, as they differ from adult voices acoustically (higher pitch and formant frequencies) and linguistically (varied articulation), and they vary
with the child’s age (Gerosa et al., 2007). Therefore, ASR systems trained only on adult data are
more likely to fail for recognizing child speech.
Background noise is a common problem in recognizing language learner’s speech, because most
language teaching work is performed in the classroom. In this case, we may encounter crosstalk, that
is, the speech of other students in the background, as well as other incidental noises such as coughs
or breaths. The target speech may also be faint, in cases where the student is poorly positioned in
front of the microphone.
Finally, in most cases, exam takers are motivated to perform well on the exam by some external
factors, e.g. by they are required to receive a certificate for further education. Unlike in previous
works, our students don’t have this type of motivation, so they feel free to talk to one another during
the exam, make jokes, laugh, whisper, and so on. As multilingual learners, our students also tend
to speak in languages other than the target language on the exam. Our data includes many such
examples of “uncooperative” test takers, making it particularly difficult to transcribe the data even
for human transcribers. This causes further difficulties for typical ASR systems, which are usually
trained on well-pronounced, carefully annotated speech.
In summary, we expect that a recognizer trained on well-annotated data of native adult read speech
recorded in quiet conditions will perform very badly on our poorly-annotated data of non-native child
spontaneous speech recorded in noisy conditions.
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4

Recent work

Speech recognition for second language learners is often researched in the field of computer assisted
language learning (CALL). In 2017, a spoken CALL shared task was organized at the Speech and Language Technology in Education (SLaTE) conference (Baur et al., 2017), which included spontaneous
L2 speech data. The shared task found that crosstalk, non-speech noise, stuttering/repetitions, incomprehensible speech, and faint speech all caused difficulties for recognition and subsequent scoring.
All of these phenomena are incredibly prevalent in the data which we used for our task.
The winners of the SLaTE shared task, Qian et al. (2017), used a hybrid HMM-DNN system, and
received the best results by cutting down the amount of monolingual data that was used, and including
more spontaneous and in-domain data instead. In addition, a previous work by the SpeechTek group
at FBK (Matassoni et al., 2018) showed that a multilingual HMM-DNN system adapted on the target
L1/L2 pair using transfer learning performs best on non-native speech.
Pronunciation proficiency has also been researched in the context of CALL. The state-of-the-art
comes from English Testing Services, a United States based company, which administers proficiency
exams to children between the ages of approximately 5-18. In recent work, ETS (Evanini et al., 2015;
Chen et al., 2018) report WERs of approximately 28-30% on spontaneous non-native child speech.
In Evanini et al. (2017), the authors note that spontaneous non-native speech is some of the most
difficult to recognize, and they describe their system for grading the spoken task of “providing an
opinion” (which is similar our spoken proficiency exam task) as still in development.
Furthermore, various methods exist for extracting useful grading features. The difficulty of the
task lies in (a) designing features, and then (b) selecting those features which are most appropriate
for use in grading. Measuring correlation with human scores is the most common method for feature
extraction. This method is employed in the state-of-the-art from ETS (Evanini et al., 2015), who use
different features for different proficiency metrics. For grading fluency, they preferred features based
on number of silences and lexical content, while for grading pronunciation and prosody, they preferred
features based on phone duration and confidence scores output by the acoustic model . Their AM
score compares non-native pronunciation to a “correct” pronunciation generated from a native-English
model. For grading grammar, accuracy, and content they used semantic features based on language
model outputs and number of correct facts about a concept.
Srikanth and Salsman (2012) also compare native model and non-native model phonetic outputs.
They use an edit distance metric comparing a correct pronunciation of a phrase to the mispronunciations produced by the speaker as one feature for the purposes of grading the student. Bouselmi
et al. (2006) go one step further and use the different sequences provided by a native-language ASR
and a non-native ASR system, to create phone associations between the native model and non-native
model, which are used to automatically extract phonetic confusion rules (though they do not worry
about grading students in their work).
Like ETS, Franco et al. (1997) also use a confidence score output by the acoustic model. They
tried two different confidence scoring methods. In one case, they used phone-based log-likelihood
scores, in which they first calculate the duration-normalized likelihood of each phone in the utterance,
and then average the utterance score by normalizing over number of phones. In another case, they
used context-independent phone-based posterior probability scores instead, once again, averaging the
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utterance score by normalizing over the number of context-independent phones. They found a better
correlation with human graders from using the posterior score.
Landini (2017) also used the acoustic likelihoods as a confidence score. In their work, they extracted
the likelihood of the utterance as produced by a native-language ASR system, and the likelihood as
produced by a non-native ASR system. The score was then the difference of these two. A smaller
value suggests that the pronunciation of the student is more native-like, while a larger value suggests
that the pronunciation is less native-like.
Zechner and Bejar (2006) show that simple features based on length of the utterance, the number
of filler words, and silence duration, in combination with other content-based features, can be used to
train a support vector machine (SVM) model for grading students.
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5

Experimental Setup

For creating an ASR system, we trained hybrid HMM-DNN models using the Kaldi open source
speech recognition toolkit(Povey et al., 2011)1 . In this system, the acoustic model, language model,
and pronunciation lexicon are all created separately. The following section describes the data, language
models, pronunciation lexica, the acoustic model architectures that we used to run our experiments,
and some particularities of the scoring method we used.

5.1

Data

As part of the FBK-IPRASE collaboration, data was collected from students in the Trentino area
(in Italy), who were part of a multilingual English/German study program. We use this data set to
train and test our models. However, since this data set is fairly small, we further supplement it with
corpora from other child and adult learners of English/German.
5.1.1

IPRASE 2017 data collection

In 2017, IPRASE collected data from a number of students at the middle and high school levels
whose L1 is Italian (it). The students are part of a multilingual study program, and they study both
English (en) and German (de) or both as their L2. The data was collected through a proficiency
exam administered by IPRASE, part of which included a speaking section. In the speaking section,
the students were asked a question, and had to answer in spoken dialog. Since the students were in a
multilingual program, those who were studying both languages answered both English and German
questions, while others who were studying only one of the languages answered only English questions
or only German questions, as appropriate. Some students answered only part of the questions in a
given language. The total data set represents 3367 utterances from 402 unique speakers, resulting
in approximately 12.5 hours of data. This data was then separated into a training and test set (see
Table 2). Speakers between the training and test sets do not overlap.
Train

Utterances

Speakers

Minutes

it2en

1273

233

288.66

it2de

1015

197

212.55

Test

Utterances

Speakers

Minutes

it2en

615

116

138.76

it2de

464

98

108.80

Table 2: The IPRASE 2017 training and test data of Italian students speaking English (it2en) and
Italian students speaking German (it2de).
The transcriptions available for this data set were created by around 15 high school students
from the Curie high school in Trentino, working in the context of a short-term internship at FBK.
The transcribers were around themselves multilingual learners of English and German. The higih
1 Kaldi:

http://kaldi-asr.org/doc/
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school students used Transcriber

1

to annotate the speech data. Annotations included markup for

various L2 speakers’ phenomena (see section 3), such as lexican crossover, pronunciation errors, and
hesitations or stutterings. Refer to Table 3 for the annotations that were used and to Table 4 for
some example transcriptions in English and German. Note how L2 phenomena can combine, such as
whispered, stuttered, non-target language speech in “(@en(i liv-))”, and that the transcriptions may
include errors from the annotators, such as “tschus” instead of “tchüss”.
Annotation
base text
@it(x), @en(x), @de(x)
@unk(x)
(x)
#x
#*
x@eh, @ah, @mh, @e, etc.
@sil
@bg
@voice
@laugh, @cough, @breath, @ns

Meaning
(no punctuation; numerals for numbers)
lexical crossover from Italian, English, and German respectively
the speech is not Italian, English, or German
the speech is faint or whispered
pronunciation error
incomprehensible speech
the speech is stuttered or truncated
hesitations
there is no speech in the recording at all
strong background noise during speech
crosstalk (un-transcribed background speech)
laughs, coughs, breaths, and other non-speech noise

Table 3: Annotations used by transcribers for the IPRASE speech data.

Example English transcriptions
bye #thank you bye @voice @de(tschus) bye @it(non so cosa ho detto)
my hobbies is @de(fussbal spielen) @cough
@noise @bkg i’m fin- i’m fine @it(ma come si fa a fare)
@em @m my favourite drink @de(ist) is sprite @breath @bkg
(how are you) i a- i @breath (how are you) i am good @it(boh)
@de(nein) n- no thanks @breath
Example German transcriptions
@e @breath @en(i’m) ich bin elf jahre alt @ns
ich @unk(frühstub) am sieben @en(o’ clo-)
am frühstück @en(i) ich esse @it(pizzetta) @laugh
(@en(i liv-)) @en(i) #wohne in garniga
@e meine hobbys @en(is) @unk(eschitting) @breath
@e #* #eine @unk(panine)
Table 4: Example transcriptions for English and German.
Initially, utterances were separated into 5-minute blocks. Transcribers were grouped into pairs, and
each pair was given the same block to transcribe. Word-based inter-coder agreement was measured
1 Transcriber:

http://trans.sourceforge.net
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on these 5 minute blocks. For the purposes of measuring agreement, the annotations beginning with
@ were removed. Word error rate (WER) was measured by using one transcription as a reference for
the other. Agreement is then defined as 1 − W ER, that is, an agreement of 70% means the WER
was 30%. The transcribers saw the German data set second, after having had some experience in
transcribing the English data, plus as students in the Trentino area, they were slightly more proficient
in German, therefore, the agreement rate was a little higher for German. Agreement reached between
70-80%, (see table 5), suggesting that this is a very difficult task, even for humans, and that we may
expect that our best ASR system would also have difficulty reaching a WER of much better than
20-30%.
Language
English
German

Transcribed words
969
836

Different words
287
193

Agreement
70.38%
76.91%

Table 5: Word-based inter-coder agreement on 5-minute blocks of IPRASE data.
Once the students transcribed the first 5-minute block, they had an opportunity to discuss their
transcriptions with one another. This was encouraged in order to align transcribers as much as possible
in the choice of how to annotate the data (e.g. at what point to consider background noise loud enough
to warrant annotation, or how to transcribe mispronounced words and lexical crossover, etc.). After
this, the remaining data was transcribed by only one transcriber. Thus, inter-coder agreement is not
available for the entire data set.
Because the transcribers themselves were students and L2 speakers of English/German, the transcriptions were not always accurate. The transcribers misused some annotations (e.g. using the #x
to indicate phonological crossover instead of pronunciation errors), misspelled words (e.g. “buetiful”
instead of “beautiful”), used inconsistent spellings from British/American English (e.g. “favourite”
and “favorite”), or simply mis-transcribed what was said. The transcriptions needed to be processed
to remove some of these irregularities. The SpeechTek group at FBK normalized the transcriptions
by removing capital letters and punctuation and fixing some spellings, using a Levenshtein distance
algorithm for finding the correct spelling. This removed the worst errors, but there are still inconsistencies. Thus, the transcriptions themselves remain a source of noise in our training data. These
final transcriptions were provided to us with the audio data for use as a reference in acoustic model
training.
In terms of ASR model training, some annotations are not helpful for training the acoustic model,
because they only increase the size of the out-of-vocabulary words, and unfairly penalize the acoustic
model when it recognizes the word. For this reason, we ran a simple preprocessing script using regular
expressions to remove these extra annotations from the reference for the purpose of acoustic model
training. We replaced the symbols for pronunciation errors (#x), lexical crossover/unknown language
words (@it(x), @de(x), @en(x), @unk(x)), truncation (x-), and whispered speech ((x)) with simply
the transcribed word (x). We also chose to remove the incomprehensible speech symbol (#*) entirely.
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5.1.2

Additional data

Since the IPRASE 2017 data set is fairly small, we supplemented it with other, similar, data sources.
An additional corpus of child speech data was available from FBK, called the Child corpus. Like
the IPRASE 2017 data set, this collection includes Italian children speaking English and German, in
addition to Italian children speaking Italian. This corpus includes the ChildEn subset of data from
PF-Star (Batliner et al., 2005), the ChildIt subset of Gerosa (Gerosa et al., 2007), and an additional
ChildDe collection created by FBK. In this data set, the children were instructed to either read words
or sentences, or to imitate a spoken word or sentence, meaning this data set differs from the target
because it does not represent spontaneous speech.
The total data set represents 28128 utterances (including both sentences and single words) from 249
unique child speakers (ages 9-11), with 78 participating in English prompts, 44 participating in German
prompts, and 171 participating in Italian prompts. The resulting data comprises approximately 44.5
hours, carefully annotated at the sentence level.
Utterances

Speakers

Minutes

it2en

5268

78

416.87

it2de

1936

44

314.23

it2it

20924

171

1944.33

Total

28128

293

2673.43

Table 6: The Child data set of read and imitated child speech data, of Italians speaking English
(it2en), German (it2de) and native Italian (it2it).
Another corpus that was used, was the ISLE (Interactive Spoken Language Education) corpus
(Menzel et al., 2000). This is a corpus of read speech from 23 Italian and 23 German adult learners of
English, part of which was carefully annotated. The total annotated data set comprises roughly 9.5
hours of speech. See Table 7 for a breakdown of this data.
Utterances

Speakers

Minutes

it2en

3981

23

286.30

de2en

3733

23

280.87

Total

7714

46

567.17

Table 7: The ISLE data set of read adult speech of Italians speaking English (it2en), Germans speaking
English (de2en).
In addition, a corpus of 237 hours of English TED talk data (Rousseau et al., 2012) was used to
train a baseline model. The TED talk data differs from our target test data in a few ways. Firstly,
the speakers are most often (though not always) adult native speakers of English, rather than L2 child
speakers. Secondly, since the speakers are on the stage, the background noise differs from that of the
classroom setting. Finally, because the speakers prepare their speeches ahead of time, there are fewer
hesitations and disfluencies than in completely spontaneous L2 speech. Thus, we can consider this
semi-spontaneous speech.
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For German, a corpus of 21 hours of read German speech the “PD1” subset of BAS (Schiel, 1998)
was used to train a baseline model. It consists of 201 native-German speakers speakers reading
different portions of a data set consisting of 450 different words, sentences, and short passages, which
results in 21681 total utterances. It differs significantly from our test data because the speakers are
adult native speakers of German, rather than L2 child speakers, and the speech is read, rather than
spontaneous.
Finally, a small 42 minute Noise data set was created by the SpeechTek team that included
background noises extracted from the TED talk data, and from the IPRASE training data. The
noises included applauses, breaths, hesitations, and silent regions. From the IPRASE data set, this
means anything annotated with @, except the non-target language words (i.e. not including @it(x),
@de(x), @en(x), @unk(x)) was included. The reason for creating such a data set was the idea that
the extra noise data could help the model learn to distinguish a little better between speech and
non-speech.

5.2

Language models

For the language models, we used two monolingual n-gram based language models provided by the
SpeechTek unit at FBK, one for English and one for German. These were 3-gram LMs, created using
the IRSTLM toolkit1 , with Witten-Bell smoothing, and some pre-processing of the text.
The English language model was trained on the following data:.
(a) the reference transcriptions from the training data of the spoken portion of the English IPRASE
proficiency exam,
(b) the data from the written portion of the English proficiency exams provided by IPRASE from
2016, 2017 and 2018,
(c) simple example sentences for students of English,

2

from the Web, targeting primarily the A1

level on CEFR,
The German language model was trained on the following data:.
(a) the reference transcriptions from the training data of the spoken portion of the German IPRASE
proficiency exam,
(b) the data from the written portion of the German proficiency exams provided by IPRASE from
2016, 2017, and 2018,
(c) simple example sentences for students of German

3

from the Web, targeting primarily the A1

level on CEFR,
1 IRSTLM

toolkit: http://hlt-mt.fbk.eu/technologies/irstlm
English data: (a) http://sentence.yourdictionary.com/ with the words “animal, cat, dog, bird, elephant,
lion, visit, tourism, years, book, pen, house, home, dress, computer, school, friend, mother, family, father, brother, sister,
sport, color, fun, read, write, job, class,” (b) http://www.english-for-students.com/Frequently-Used-Sentences.
html
3 Simple German data for all models: (a) https://deutschlernerblog.de, (b) http://deutschtraining.org/
lesson/alltagsdeutsch-die-100-wichtigsten-standardsaetze/
2 Simple
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For the most part, we treated these LMs as black boxes, holding them constant across our acoustic
models for the purposes of making easy comparisons between the different types of acoustic models
we tested with.
All of the LMs uses a basic text normalization script provided by SpeechTek, which lowercases the
input, removes extra punctuation characters, converts numerals to written-out numerical expressions
(in words), normalizes some orthography by converting American English spellings into British English
spellings (e.g. favorite → favourite).

5.3

Pronunciation lexica

For the pronunciation lexica, since some of the acoustic models we experimented with were multilingual
models (see section 5.4 below), we needed to devise a set of phone symbols that would be able to
cover our languages. A good phone set would use the same symbol for a phone in which the range
of variability in pronunciation between the languages is small (e.g. English [t] and German [t] and
Italian [t] are fairly similar, and could share a phone), and separate symbols when the range is very
different (e.g. allot a separate phone for German /ø/ which does not exist in English/Italian). This
would allow the acoustic model the maximum number of samples to train from for those phones that
were similar across the languages.
Furthermore, since the speakers in our data are multilingual students, they exhibit a large amount
of phonological crossover from their Italian L1, and between their English/German L2s. Thus, a good
phone set would also allow the model to learn a representation of the target language that fits the
students’ phonology. In this case, we may want to group difficult-to-acquire phones in the L2 together
with their L1 counterparts, so that the model learns to group a wide variability of pronunciations for
the same words. Note that for the purposes of grading pronunciation, we may want to distinguish
between a more native-like pronunciation in the target L2, and non-native pronunciations, meaning
we would, on the contrary, want to actually separate the non-native variants from the native ones. In
practice, it is not evident from the start which phone set would provide the best performance, neither
for word recognition nor grading.
In our case, the pronunciation lexica for English and German were given to us by the SpeechTek
team. They were automatically generated by passing the words from the corpora used to train the
LM through SpeechTek’s rule-based grapheme-to-phoneme (G2P) models. The set of phones was predetermined by the grapheme-to-phoneme models used by SpeechTek to create the pronunciation lexica.
The phone set used an internal machine-readable version of the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA)
and was devised to cover the space of pronunciation for all three languages, English, German, and
Italian, with overlap between very similar phones. In general, phones that are unique to one language
are maintained as separate states (e.g. the rhotics across the three languages [r, K, ô] are separated),
while phones that have very close partners between the languages are grouped together (e.g. [t]). In
general, separate phone states are used for the long vowels, while geminate (double) consonants are
subsumed under their non-geminate counterparts. Four additional “phones” were used, which allot a
state to background noise/silence (@bg), heistations (@eh), non-speech noise such as coughs, laughs,
etc. (@ns), and the out-of-vocabulary word (@oov).
See appendix A for the detailed list of the phone states. (See also the sections on L2 speech 3 and
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our data annotations in section 5.1.1 for descriptions of these phenomena.)

5.4

Acoustic models

As a starting point, we first trained an HMM-GMM. This model was used to automatically generate
phone-level “ground truth” forced alignments of the data for use in supervised training of the neural
networks. The model was trained using MFCC features (see section 2.3). The HMM-GMM training
proceeds in four stages: (1) monophone models are trained and the data is aligned using these models, (2) context-dependent triphones are trained and the data is aligned using these models, (3) the
models are further refined using linear discriminant analysis (LDA) (Jelinek, 2001) for dimensionality reduction and maximum likelihood linear transformation (MLLT) (Gales et al., 1998) for speaker
adaptation, (4) the models are refined again with speaker-adaptive training using feature-space maximum likelihood linear regression (fMLLR) (Gales, 1999; Povey and Saon, 2006). Hyperparameters
that need to be defined in order to train the HMM-GMM include (a) the maximum number of leaves
allowed in the context-dependent triphone tree, (b) the maximum number of Gaussian PDFs allowed
in the model (in both cases, less may be used if performance does not improve from more), and (c)
a factor by which to boost the probability of the silence model, which is meant to help prevent nonsilence states from modeling silence. Table 8 summarizes the hyperparameter settings we used for
each stage of the HMM-GMM training.
HMM-GMM hyperparameter settings
max number of triphone leaves:

2000

max number of Gaussians:

10000

max number of leaves for MLLT models:

3000

max number of Gaussians for MLLT models:

25000

max number of leaves for fMLLR models:

3000

max number of Gaussians for fMLLR models:

25000

boost silence for all stages of training:

1.25

Table 8: Hyperparameters we used in the HMM-GMM training during context-dependent triphone
training, refinement of context-dependent triphones with MLLT, and refinement of context-dependent
triphones with fMLLR.
The space for experimentation with acoustic model architectures is vast. Different types of neural
networks can be used, and the hyperparameters for each neural network could be tweaked in a number
of different ways. Training a neural network AM on the hardware available to us was also fairly time
consuming. Thus, we chose to look to previous work for choosing the neural networks to use in our
experiments. The acoustic models we trained were based on the Kaldi “nnet3” recipes, using the
rectified linear activation function and trained with the typical stochastic gradient descent algorithm
as in the other Kaldi recipes (Povey et al., 2014). Kaldi includes support for a few different feature
extraction methods. The prevailing feature extraction method (see also section 2.3) used in modern
systems is Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs); however, filter bank (fbank) features have
been shown to perform better when used with deep neural networks Hinton et al. (2012). Therefore,
we used filter bank features in our experiments. We used 23 filter banks, in accordance with the Kaldi
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defaults.
We defined three different TDNN architectures for our experiments (see section 2.6). Architecture
1 was based on the work by Peddinti et al. (2018) (similar to their best performing TDNN-D). The
hidden layers used 650 units, a mini-batch size of 256 units when possible or 128 units (e.g. near
the end of an utterance), a learning rate starting at 0.0015 and decreasing with momentum down
to 0.00015. The net was trained for only three epochs. Architecture 2 was based on the work by
(Povey et al., 2016), with hyperparameters the same as to Architecture 1. Architecture 3 was based
on the work by (Peddinti et al., 2015) (similar to their best performing TDNN-D), with the same
hyperparameters as above, except for the hidden layers which used only 512 units. The layer-wise
contexts (input frames for each layer) used in the TDNN architectures are summarized in table 9. A
fully connected softmax layer topped off each network.
Architecture 1

Architecture 2

Architecture 3

Layer

Context

Layer

Context

Layer

Context

1

{-1,0,1}

1

{-1,0,1}

1

{-2,0,2}

2

{-1,0,1}

2

{-1,0,1,2}

2

{-1,0,2}

3

{-1,0,1}

3

{-3,0,3}

3

{-3,0,4}

4

{-3,0,3}

4

{-3,0,3}

4

{-7,0,2}

5

{-3,0,3}

5

{-6,-3,0}

5

{0}

6

{-3,0,3}

7

{-3,0,3}

Table 9: Layer-wise contexts (input frames for each layer) used in the TDNN architectures we defined.

5.5

Scoring

For the purposes of scoring the model, we used the typical word error rate (WER) (as described in
section 2.8). We used the Kaldi system for this portion as well, using a very similar implementation
to the one available in the Kaldi “WSJ” recipe.
One important departure we made for the purposes of scoring our models, involved the extra
annotation symbols from the IPRASE test data set. Recall (see section 5.1) that our reference transcriptions included all manner of non-speech noise and hesitation noises. For the purposes of grading
the content of the student’s responses in the proficiency exam, the ASR system should produce a
transcription of the words spoken by the student. We do not need the model to distinguish between
different types of background noises, since these are not relevant to the student’s response. For this
reason, the symbols @voice, @bg, @bkg, @ns, @sil, @laugh, @cough, @breath were all simply
removed from both the reference and the model’s hypothesis.
On the other hand, hesitations may play a role in the grade that should be assigned to the student
(in particular on indicators such as phonetic fluency). Nevertheless, specific hesitation pronunciations
(e.g. “um,” “ah,” “eh”) are less relevant to the student’s grade. That is, the fact that a hesitation was
made in the first place is the most important factor. Thus, we replaced all hesitation symbols in both
the reference and the hypothesis with a general @eh symbol. WER was then calculated between these
edited reference and hypothesis transcriptions as normal.
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6

Experimental Results

This section describes how we partitioned the available data sources, and the various acoustic models
we trained on those data. We compare a few different data sets, architectures, and pronunciation
lexica, and report results on the IPRASE 2017 test data set.
In section 6.1 we describe how we partitioned the data we had available. In sections 6.2-6.3 use the
largest architecture, Architecture 1, to train target-language and multilingual models, respectively,
on a number of different data combinations. Section 6.4 explores the performance of all the TDNN
Architectures 1-3. Section 6.5 tests different combinations of pronunciation lexica. Finally, section
6.6 summarizes our conclusions.

6.1

Data partitions

We trained a number of different models on different combinations of data. First, the data was
partitioned into four sets as follows (see also section 5.1 for a detailed description of the data used for
these partitions, as well as the test set data):
• ted: out-of-domain data of approx. 237 hours of semi-spontaneous adult native English speech
from TED talks.
• bas: out-of-domain data of approx. 21 hours of read adult native German speech.
• A: near-domain data of approx. 54 hours of read/imitated child and adult speech in both English
and German from the ISLE and CHILD corpora; the English and German portions can also be
separated out.
• B: in-domain data of approx. 8.3 hours of spontaneous child speech in both English and German
from the IPRASE training data set; the English and German portions can also be separated
out.
• C: approx. 0.33 hours of noise data extracted from TED and IPRASE data.
All test results in this section are reported on the two IPRASE test sets of Italian children speaking
English (it2en) and Italian children speaking German (it2de).

6.2

Target-language models

In this section, we describe results from training models that target only English or only German
responses. All of these models use the SpeechTek pronunciation lexica for training and the SpeechTek
LMs for decoding, which are described in section 5.2. They all use the largest Architecture 1. Results
for all the target-language models are reported in table 12.
Since we had the most data from the TED talks (around 237 hours of semi-spontaneous native
English speech), we used this data to train an initial native-English speaker based model. We used the
English pronunciation lexicon for training the model in order to optimize the performance on English.
This means that the phone set and the word transcriptions would only include the English phones,
and the model would not be usable for German recognition.
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We similarly trained a native German model on the BAS data set (around 21 hours of native
German read speech). Although we used much less native German data, we saw that our results
follow a similar trend between the two languages.
In fact, the results on the English/German test data, decoded using the English/German lexicon (respectively), were very bad. They reached over 100% WER, signifying that there were more
substitutions/insertions/deletions in the speech recognizer’s hypothesis transcription than there were
words in the reference transcription. This is not unexpected, considering the qualitative differences
between the TED/BAS data and our test set, which includes many more hesitations, non-native pronunciations, and more background noise. Some example reference transcriptions with their hypothesis
transcription decoded by native English/German models are included in tables 10-11. We can see that
the recognizers tried their best, often by making up English/German words from what they heard in
the original acoustic signal.
Transcription

Recognized

@breath #scientist [saIEntIz]

hunt is

@de(vielleicht) #* pizza

hello my favorite pizza know

@it(si va #* @e oddio) @e @de(tschüss) no

your football @e watch @e @e choose knoll

@laugh

<unk>

Table 10: Example English reference transcriptions and the decoding from the native-English ASR.

Transcription

Recognized

auf wiedersehen [vidazEn] tschüss

hallo diese tschüss

-obbys ist basketball (spielen)

ist basketball

meine klasse ist @it(prima b)

meine klasse ist einbisschen

Table 11: Example German reference transcriptions and the decoding from the native-German ASR.
(Square brackets indicate the actual pronunciation of the utterance in IPA.)
Note that such poor WER results on native models might not be entirely useless for our downstream
task of grading the student. For example, we could assume that the higher the WER produced by
a native model on a given utterance, the more likely the student used non-target language words,
meaning the student’s grade should be lowered. However, it would be hard to fully grade the student
when our recognizer is entirely incapable of transcribing their speech.
Seeing that the results on native-only data were poor, we began experimenting by adding different
types of data to the models. Each time, we trained a new system using the largest Architecture 1 and
holding the system parameters and language models constant.
First, we tried adapting the default acoustic model to our domain by retraining the original model.
In this way, only a native model would need to be trained initially, and future applications could simply
adapt this native model with in-domain data to achieve good performance. We performed adaptation
by retraining the same native models using all the data (both target languages) from our near-domain
data set A and our in-domain data set B. In this case, the learning rate was maintained, and the
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model was trained for 2 more epochs (as opposed to 3 for the full training). The results showed some
improvement, but the WER was still unreasonably high. It seemed that the model was not able to
nudge the weights far enough away from their initial configuration optimized for native speech to allow
for non-native speech recognition. The results showed an improvement of approximately 21% relative
over the original model (24 percentage points absolute), but they were still very bad at 90.67% WER
absolute.
Next, we considered that including the extra data from the A and B sets from the other L1/L2
pair might be harmful. Therefore, we separated the A and B data sets into target-language only
subsets. This resulted in approximately 16.5 hours of data from Italians speaking English, and 8.8
hours of data from Italians speaking German. The English recognizer improved by 3% absolute, but
performance was still very bad at 88.44% WER. The German model actually worsened significantly,
likely because the amount of additional German data we have available in the A and B datasets is
very small, and by removing the additional Italian-accented speech, we lost out on too much data.
We considered that our test data may be so different from the native data, that the native data
is not actually helping the recognizer at all. As such, for the next experiments, we removed the
native data. Instead, we used the A and B target-language subsets (the 16.5 hours of English and 8.8
hours of German) on their own to train the next models. For English, performance improved by 41%
relative over the original model, and for German by 23% relative over the original model. Once again,
performance on English improved more than on German, since there was almost twice the amount of
English data.
Next, we considered that the performance may still be bad, because even though we are now using
data much more targeted to our domain, we simply don’t have enough data to train off of. Therefore,
we combined the native data with all of the multilingual AB data into one set, and trained brand new
models (still with Architecture 1) on this set. By starting the training over completely, we allow the
model to include the samples of non-native speech in the training from the very beginning, so that
these samples will be included in the optimization. At the same time, the use of the TED/BAS data
still allows us to take advantage of the larger native-speech corpus. We saw a marked improvement
of approximately 46% relative for English and 38% relative for German over the original model when
adding the non-native speech.
It is possible that the last model outperformed the previous versions due to the fact that it was
trained on the most amount of data. Therefore, we trained another model, this time combining all
of our spoken training data together. In terms of the pronunciation lexica, we used a concatenation
of the English and German pronunciation lexicons to train the model, allowing us to target the
pronunciations of Italians speaking both English and German (instead of just native words as in
the models above).

1

The performance decreased significantly over the best model, jumping back

up to over 100% WER. From this, it seems that the native training data differs enough from the
test data, that it, in effect, drowns out the small amount of in-domain data in this model, causing
the performance drop. The best model remains the one trained only on near-domain and in-domain
non-native speech.
1 Using a larger, multilingual lexicon would reduce the number of out-of-vocabulary words for the model, though, it
would increase the number of context-dependent triphone states (i.e. the number of labels for the TDNN to predict),
since the pronunciations would now include phones from German as well as English.
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However, the best model still has a WER of over 60%. Recall that from previous work and
annotator agreement estimates (see sections 2.8 and 5.1 respectively), we don’t expect to reach a
WER better than 30%. Nevertheless, there is still a lot of room for improvement.
Training data

it2en

Training data

it2de

1

ted only

114.63

1

bas only

111.09

2

ted, retrain AB

90.67

2

bas, retrain AB

97.83

3
4

ted + EN subset of AB

88.44

3

bas + DE subset of AB

110.85

EN subset of AB

67.36

4

DE subset of AB

88.38

5

ted + AB

62.23

5

bas + AB

69.20

6

ted + bas + AB

104.03

6

ted + bas + AB

107.10

Table 12: WER for Italians speaking English/German (it2en/it2de) using identical parameters trained
on (1) native TED/BAS data, (2) the same model, retrained further on the multilingual data sets
AB, (3) native data, combined with the target-language subset of AB, (4) only the target-language
subset of AB data, (5) native data and multilingual AB data combined together, and (5) all of our
speech data together. Set A: CHILD/ISLE, Set B: IPRASE.
In summary, we have seen that a model primarily trained on native data (even if it is retrained
on the target sets) performs very badly on the task of recognizing non-native speech. We improved
the model by training on the target L1/L2 pair, but we still don’t get the best performance, because
the data set targeting our L1/L2 pair is so small. It was better to combine the native speech with
the non-native speech, and train from scratch on this combination. This way, we are able to take the
best advantage of a large native data set, while still making good use of our target Italian-accented
speech.

6.3

Multilingual models

In the previous section, we saw that including the large native TED/BAS data sets was not always
beneficial to the model. Performance improved significantly from removing any extraneous data,
although the German model, in particular, suffered from data scarcity. In this section, we created
a set of multilingual models, targeting student answers in both English and German. We wanted to
ensure that we made maximal use of our Italian-accented data, without letting it be drowned out by
the native speech, and that we addressed the issue of data scarcity. Therefore, we created new models,
this time trained directly on the various combinations of the A (CHILD/ISLE), B (IPRASE), and C
(noise) datasets (always using Architecture 1), without including any native data.
All of these models use the SpeechTek pronunciation lexica for training and the SpeechTek LMs
for decoding, which are described in section 5.2. For the pronunciation lexica (as for the final large
model in the above section) we used the concatenation of the English and German pronunciation
lexicons, so that the models could be used for either set of student responses. The results for all the
multilingual models section are listed in table 13.
The goal with this set of models was to inspect what type of training data combinations would
give us the best performance. We hypothesized that our recognition results would improve as we
included data that was more similar to our test set of spontaneous non-native child speech. We further
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hypothesized that adding the small noise data set C would help the model to distinguish between
speech and non-speech. First, we trained HMM-GMM models on all these different combinations, and
from the alignments generated by those models, we trained a neural networks using Architecture 1
(the largest network we tried) on all these different combinations.
Note that for all of these models, the HMM-GMM was trained first, and used to align the data.
These alignments were then used as training data for the neural network For example, for the ABC
models, an HMM-GMM was trained on ABC, used to align ABC, and those alignments were used
in the neural network training, while for the AB models, an HMM-GMM was trained on AB, used
to align AB, and those alignments were used in the neural network training. This means that, for
example, the neural network trained on BC may have received poorer alignments than the one trained
on AB, since the HMM-GMM trained on BC was of lower quality. We chose to keep the entire
training pipeline for each of these models separated in this way (rather than, for example, finding the
best-performing HMM-GMM and using those alignments as the basis for all of the neural networks),
because in this way, we are able to compare the performance gains we get from having knowledge of
only one type of data from the start through to the end. Since L2 speech recognition is a data-poor
field, it is important to see if we could gain a performance boost from the use of only one type of data
throughout the entire pipeline.
The results are summarized in table 13. In almost all cases, Architecture 1 outperformed the
HMM-GMM model.
HMM-GMM

Architecture 1

Data

it2en

it2de

it2en

it2de

A

115.54

128.94

102.82

112.83

AC

118.09

116.21

101.65

103.02

B

67.01

77.84

69.85

74.80

BC

118.09

130.47

100.54

103.21

AB

63.32

75.59

59.09

67.19

ABC

70.88

81.40

63.12

71.66

Table 13: Comparison of training data. WER for Italians speaking English/German (it2en/it2de)
using an HMM-GMM model, and a TDNN with Architecture 1 trained with an English+German
pronunciation lexicon on different combinations of data set sets A (near-domain non-native read
speech), B (in-domain spontaneous speech), and C (non-speech noise).
Although adding data set C (noise) to the model helped a little over just using data set A (neardomain), it hurt when added to data set B (in-domain). The best performing data set was AB, and
once again, adding the noise and training on ABC reduced the performance. This was a surprising
result, since we had hoped that by the addition of the noise, the model would learn to better distinguish
the target speech from the acoustic signal. From this, it seems that background noise is not as strong
a factor in the model’s poor performance as we initially hypothesized.
Comparing these results to those from the previous section, we can see a small performance improvement (English: 62% → 59% WER, German: 69% → 67% WER). This suggests that the inclusion
of the larger out-of-domain native data set is not actually beneficial to the model, likely, because it is
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too different from our target data. In the end, using both near-domain non-native read speech data
and in-domain spontaneous child speech data on its own, without out-of-domain or noise data, is the
most beneficial to the model.

6.4

Comparison of architectures

Next, we used AB and ABC to train multilingual models using all three architectures (described in
section 5.4, table 9)1 . To ensure that all phones would be covered, we used the same concatenated
English and German pronunciation lexica from previous sections. The three architectures are all part
of the most recent work in speech recognition. Recall that Architecture 1 represents a model similar
to the best-performing model in the most recent work from Peddinti et al. (2018), and is the largest
network we trained, thus, it is not surprising that this architecture outperformed the others.
HMM-GMM

Arch 1

Arch 2

Arch 3

Data

it2en

it2de

it2en

it2de

it2en

it2de

it2en

it2de

AB

63.32

75.59

59.09

67.19

63.81

72.24

59.68

67.19

ABC

70.88

81.40

63.12

71.66

59.14

67.70

65.79

72.34

Table 14: Comparison of architectures. WER for Italians speaking English/German (it2en/it2de)
using an HMM-GMM and three TDNN architectures trained on the best performing combinations
of data set sets A (non-native read speech), B (spontaneous speech), and C (non-speech noise). All
models were trained using a concatenated English+German pronunciation lexicon.
In most cases, as before, the addition of data set C (noise) was not helpful to the model. However,
it seems that Architecture 2 performed a little better (4-5% absolute WER for both languages) when
the noise data was added, reaching almost the same performance as the larger Architecture 1 with the
AB data set. This seems promising, and it’s possible that with more tuning of hyperparameters, the
addition of the noise data could end up helping in the larger Architecture 1 as well. This is a topic
that needs further investigation within the context of our models.

6.5

Comparison of pronunciation lexica

We also wanted to see the contribution of the concatenated English and German lexicon versus using
an English-only lexicon, so we used Architecture 1 to perform the same experiment, but this time
with an English-only pronunciation lexicon. We chose the best performing data combinations, AB
and ABC, to perform these experiments. Such a model could not be used to decode the German data,
since it does not include the phones that are used in German. Because of this, we trained a similar
model with an German-only pronunciation lexicon as well. As before, in all cases, the model that
included the noise data set C performed a little worse.
The model trained with the English-only pronunciation lexicon performs better for decoding English. This is likely because the number of output states is lowered, meaning confusability for the
network is also decreased when decoding English. Note also that the AB data set contains quite a
1 We also tried using the popular state-level minimum Bayes risk (sMBR) (Veselỳ et al., 2013) objective function
with data set AB, but did not see any improvement.
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bit of English (see section 5.1, in particular on the ISLE and CHILD data), so the model has a good
amount of samples to train from. On the other hand, the model trained with the German-only pronunciation lexicon performs almost the same as the one trained with the combined English+German
pronunciation lexicon, likely because there are much fewer samples of German speech in the AB data.
it2en

it2de

Data

Lex EN+DE

Lex EN

Data

Lex EN+DE

Lex DE

AB

59.09

53.59

AB

67.19

67.34

ABC

63.12

54.88

ABC

71.66

70.94

Table 15: Comparison of pronunciation lexica. WER for Italians speaking English/German
(it2en/it2de) using Architecture 1 on the two better performing combinations of training data (AB and
ABC), using a concatenated English+German (Lex EN+DE) pronunciation lexicon, and English-only
(Lex EN) and German-only (Lex DE) pronunciation lexica.
One reason for our poor performance, in general, may stem back to the proununciation lexica.
These lexica were provided to use by FBK, and created using the same text data as for the language
models (see section 2.5), meaning that the data from set A is not included therein, nor are the Italian
words that the children speak in set B.
In addition, in data set A, children and adults are instructed to read pre-determined sentences,
meaning many readers utter the same phrases. This is problematic, because while the out-of-vocabulary
(OOV) rate for word types was fairly low, at around 7%, the OOV rate for word tokens was fairly high
at around 29%. As a result, many of the acoustic files had instances of the OOV “word” token (@oov)
in them, which has an assigned “pronunciation” of @oov. The replacement occurs all the way back at
the forced alignment stage, thus, we are teaching the model that entire words, that is, long stretches
of phone sequences, should be replaced with the single @oov phone. Words that are not included in
the pronunciation lexicon cannot be recognized by the acoustic model, and words that are unknown
to the language model cannot be recognized by the final ASR system. This is a mistake that should
be corrected at the LM and pronunciation lexicon levels, in order to make maximal use of our limited
acoustic training data.
An additional concern is that although our spoken transcriptions include markup for when a
student uses a different language from the target (@en(.), @de(.), @it(.)), this markup is not
currently being used to create the pronunciation lexicon. Instead, all words from the English answers
are automatically transcribed using an English grapheme-to-phoneme model, and all words from the
German answers are automatically transcribed using a German grapheme-to-phoneme model.

6.6

Discussion

Table 16 below organizes select results from the previous sections (using Architecture 1) from worst
WER to best WER, highlighting the improvement that occurs as native data is removed and more
in-domain data is added. Overall, we can see that using only near-domain and in-domain data
outperformed other data combinations.
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Training Data

Lexicon

it2en

it2de

native (TED/BAS)

target only

114.63

111.09

A

multilingual

115.54

112.83

all speech data

multilingual

104.03

107.10

native, retrain w/ AB

multilingual

90.67

97.83

native + target subset of AB

target only

88.44

110.85

target subset of AB only

target only

67.36

88.38

B

multilingual

67.01

74.80

ABC

multilingual

63.12

71.66

native + all of AB

multilingual

62.23

69.20

AB

multilingual

59.09

67.19

ABC

target only

54.88

70.94

AB

target only

53.59

67.34

Table 16: Select results sorted from worst to best WER.
To summarize our findings from our acoustic model training experiments, we saw that:
• using native-only data gave us poor performance,
• using native-only data and retraining on the multilingual AB data set showed a small improvement,
• using native data with the target subset included didn’t improve the model much, particularly
on the German set, where training data was scarce,
• using target L1/L2 data on its own showed good improvement, but still not the best results,
particularly on the German set, where training data was scarce,
• using native and near-domain and in-domain data showed fairly good performance,
• using near-domain and in-domain data together showed the best performance,
• adding a small set of noise data did not improve performance,
• training with a lexicon/LM focused on the target language may help, but provided minimal
gains on the German set where data was scarce.
Overall, the performance of all of the models above was still fairly poor. A big factor in this might
have been that we only ran the training for a few epochs, and we did not spend any time optimizing
the neural network hyperparameters, because we chose instead to prioritize the comparison of different
data sets, architectures and pronunciation lexica, as described above. This in itself could significantly
improve the performance of the models.
Another improvement that we did not try was the use of i-vector features, a type of feature vector
devised by Dehak et al. (2011) for speaker verification, which describes the distance of the target
utterance from a generic universal background model (UBM). The Kaldi open source toolkit has an
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option for these features, but the training time and resource cost is higher. We also did not try HMMGMM based pronunciation adaptation techniques, e.g. Wang et al. (2003); Bouselmi et al. (2006), and
transfer learning for the neural network, in which the lower layers of a more generic network trained
on native data are frozen and only the upper layers are re-trained on the target data set of non-native
data, e.g. Matassoni et al. (2018). All of these could be interesting directions to follow for improving
the WER on our data set.
Furthermore, the original language models provided to us by the SpeechTek unit at FBK ended
up having quite a bit of formal English language from books and/or news sources, that was unlike our
target dataset (the German, on the other hand, was more natural). Even the simple English sentences
that were included from the Web seemed like they likely originated from a student textbook. However,
our students do not use such formal language. It is possible that aligning the LM training corpus
closer to our target data set would increase the performance of the ASR system.
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7

Proficiency Scoring

Thus far, we have focused on improving the WER of the acoustic model. However, while the WER
allows us to compare the performance of the acoustic model for the purposes of L2 speech recognition,
the entire ASR module itself is only one component in a larger project which is focused on providing
the student with a grade based on their speech (as described in the introduction). A high WER does
not necessarily mean that our system will perform badly for the purposes of grading the student. For
example, many errors may stem from the student using non-target language words that the recognizer
would be unable to decode, suggesting the student should be assigned a lower grade. Training a full
grading system was outside the scope of this work; however, we were able to explore some ideas for
grading the student by making use of the phonetic output of the acoustic model. One benefit of using
the hybrid HMM-DNN method for speech recognition (rather than an end-to-end system) is that we
are able to inspect this output, allowing us to extract some acoustic model output features. These
features could be used for grading some aspects of the student’s performance (e.g. pronunciation), or
could be used as input features for a grading classifier.
In terms of the student grades, the IPRASE spoken proficiency exam data from 2017 included a
number of indicators, listed below in the original Italian, provided by IPRASE. (The English meaning
has been translated by the author for clarity, and was not provided by IPRASE.) The students were
graded on a simple scale between 0 and 2 for each indicator, with 0 indicating the worst grade and 2
indicating the best. In the data provided to us, an additional “total” indicator was included, summing
up the values from these indicators, which represented the student’s final grade. We report results
below on the total indicator separately from the other indicators.
Indicator

English meaning

Pertinenza della risposta

Pertinence of the response

Correttezza competenze formali

Grammar

Proprietà lessicali

Lexical capacity

Pronuncia

Pronunciation

Fluenza

Fluency

Efficacia comunicativa

Effectiveness of communication

Table 17: Grade indicators for IPRASE spoken proficiency exams for 2017 and 2018. Possible grades
range from 0-2, with 0 being the worst and 2 being the best.
We hypothesized that we could extract acoustic model output features which would show a relationship to the teacher grades. In particular, we considered how human scores correlate with the
number of hesitations and silences the student made, the length of the student’s utterance, and pronunciation confusability metrics based on the phone sequence and confidence scores output by the
acoustic model. In this section, we use Spearman correlation to test whether there is a relationship
between these metrics and the the teacher grades provided for the IPRASE test data. In all the experiments below, we skip audio files that are comprised only of silence in the reference transcriptions,
since it is our goal to grade students on their spoken performance, and we expect that an utterance
of only silence would automatically receive a grade of 0 from the teachers.
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The Spearman ρ is a rank-based correlation test, which is commonly used when the assumptions for
the well-known Pearson correlation test are not met (Bishara and Hittner, 2012). Pearson correlation
measures whether there is a linear relationship between two normally distributed variables. Spearman
correlation is non-parametric, therefore it does not assume that the data is normally distributed, nor
that the relationship is linear. Instead, it measures whether there is a monotonic relationship between
the two variables. Spearman ρ will have perfect positive correlation (+1) when the the two variables
have the same relative ordinal position (observation A is ranked first in both the X variable and the
Y variable, observation B is ranked second in both the X and Y variables, etc.). It will have a perfect
negative correlation (−1) when the relative ordinal positions of the two variables are exactly opposite
(observation A is ranked first in the X variable and last in the Y variable, observation B is ranked
second in the X variable and second-to-last in the Y variable, etc.). A value of (0) means there is no
correlation between the rankings of the variables. Since only the ordinal ranking of the variables is
taken into account, Spearman correlation can be used with continuous and discrete variables; however,
it has the best results when there are no repeats in the data, so that there are no ties in the ranking.
One drawback of using Spearman correlation with our grading metrics, is that the teacher grades
provided to us can only take the values {0, 1, 2}. Therefore, there will be many ties in the ranking
of the teacher grades, and it may not be clear if the metrics and the teacher grades are in a true
monotonic relationship throughout the regions labeled with one value. Nevertheless, we chose to use
this metric, because it is well-known and commonly used throughout the scientific literature.
In addition, it is unclear whether the teacher grades are very consistent. They likely differ at least
based on the teacher doing the grading, and possibly between the utterances that are being graded
(even by the same teacher). Nevertheless, we essentially must assume that the teacher grades are
consistent and meaningful for the purposes of these experiments.

7.1

Silences and Hesitations

Following inspiration from Evanini et al. (2015) we inspected the correlation of teacher grades to the
number of frames of silences made by the student. However, our metric differs from theirs in a number
of ways. First of all, they use the number of silences per word and the number of long (duration >0.45s)
per word. We simply count the number of silence frames in the utterance. Secondly, they report using
the number of silences only for grading the proficiency of read speech; however, our task targets
spontaneous speech. Finally, they use this feature (in combination with other lexical features) only
for grading the student on fluency, while we report correlations on all of our proficiency indicators.
For counting silences, we used the reference alignment generated by our best TDNN model (Architecture 1, AB dataset, see section 6) rather than the acoustic model output, in order to get as
accurate an estimate of the frames as possible. We saw some statistically significant (p<0.05) correlation between the number of silences and the teacher grades. This is reasonable, because an answer
that consists of more silence likely has less content, and the teachers are more likely to grade this
answer lower.
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Indicator

it2en ρ

it2de ρ

Total

0.307

0.249

Pertinence

0.243

0.257

Grammar

0.231

0.253

Lexicon

0.304

0.258

Pronunciation

0.262

0.275

Fluency

0.290

0.253

Communication

0.292

0.282

Table 18: Spearman ρ between number of frames of silences and student grades on each of the
indicators, for the IPRASE test data of native Italians speaking English (it2en) and German (it2de).
Following Zechner and Bejar (2006), we also inspect the correlation of teacher grades to the number
of frames of hesitations made by the student. Zechner and Bejar (2006) use the number of disfluencies
(filler words/hesitations) and the number of disfluencies per second as two features (among others)
for training an SVM grading module, but we only looked at the number of frames of hesitations in
the utterance for our metric.
We did not see any statistically significant correlation between the number of hesitations and
teacher grades, even on fluency, which intuitively we would have expected to be in an inverse relationship with the number of hesitations. Because the level of our students is fairly low, and the
environment for the proficiency exam is fairly informal, they make many hesitations. In fact, they
often don’t respond to the question at all, or speak in their native language instead. It’s possible that
the teachers grading the student responses did not mark students down for having extra hesitations,
since they preferred to give the student a better grade if the question was answered at all, even with
hesitations.

7.2

Length metric

Like Zechner and Bejar (2006), we also considered the length of the utterance as a feature. While
they used duration in seconds, we used length in number of frames. We counted the length of the
utterance from the number of non-silence frames in the reference transcription (we skipped the silence
frames since we only care about the student’s speech for the purposes of grading the student). We
would expect that longer utterances would get a better grade from the teacher, since presumably, the
student spent more time describing their answer.
Indeed, we saw a statistically significant (p<0.001) positive correlation on all indicators for both
English and German. That is, the longer the utterance, the higher the grade the student received.
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Indicator

it2en ρ

it2de ρ

Total

0.412

0.412

Pertinence

0.345

0.419

Grammar

0.311

0.382

Lexicon

0.397

0.385

Pronunciation

0.359

0.415

Fluency

0.378

0.403

Communication

0.396

0.406

Table 19: Spearman ρ correlation between length of the utterance and student grades on each indicator, for the IPRASE test data of native Italians speaking English (it2en) and German (it2de).
A confounding factor in the length metric is the type of question presented to the student. Simple
questions ask the student to give a one-sentence answer, while difficult questions ask the student to
elaborate further. Answers to simple questions will likely not vary much in their length, so we would
not expect to see much of a correlation between answer length and grade. On the other hand, answers
to difficult questions could vary a lot in length, with longer answers being more descriptive and thus
receiving a better grade. Therefore, it would also be interesting to perform this same correlation test
on simple questions and difficult questions separately.

7.3

Edit distance metric

We considered a few pronunciation confusability metrics as well. Taking inspiration from Srikanth and
Salsman (2012), we used an Levenshtein edit distance (with cost=1 for substitutions/insertions/deletions)
between a native-like and a non-native-like alignment as a metric. We used the forced alignment generated by the native-language TDNN as a “ground truth” reference, and the decoded phone sequence
from the best TDNN (Architecture 1, AB training data, see section 6) as a hypothesis. In this way, the
reference is meant to represent the expected native English/German pronunciation of the utterance,
while the hypothesis should represent the actual phone sequence the student uttered. We removed
frames of only silence from the utterance, since we care only about the utterance the student actually
spoke. We then combined repeated frames of word-position dependent monophones into their “pure”
phone versions, since we didn’t want to penalize the recognizer for aligning e.g. an a_B in the reference with an a_I in the hypothesis.

1

We then measured the edit distance (with cost=1 for each of

insertions/substitutions/deletions) between the reference and hypothesis. We call this metric edit.
Intuitively, we expect to see a negative correlation between the edit distance and the grades,
since this would mean that the more difficult the utterance was to recognize (as evidenced by the
higher number of phone confusions made by the non-native ASR system), the worse the student’s
performance should be.
We do indeed see a negative correlation with the student grades on each of the indicators for the
English data, as expected. For German, there was no statistically significant correlation between the
1 In fact, we tried keeping the monophones separated as well, because of the idea that phonological crossover often
occurs as a result of the student failing to acquire native co-articulations at word boundaries, but we saw only a very
slight difference in the Spearman ρ, so we report results using the “pure” phones.
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teacher provided scores and the edit distance metric.
Indicator

it2en

it2de

Total

-0.465

-

Pertinence

-0.390

-

Grammar

-0.339

-

Lexicon

-0.393

-

Pronunciation

-0.430

-

Fluency

-0.445

-

Communication

-0.435

-

Table 20: Spearman ρ correlation between the edit metric and student grades on each indicators, for
the IPRASE test data of native Italians speaking English (it2en) and German (it2de).
One problem with our method is that it assumes that both recognizers work perfectly, which is
unfortunately far from the truth. For German, in particular, because we had less in-domain data for
training, the recognition is about 8% worse (in absolute WER) than the recognition for English. It’s
possible that our recognizers for German are unable to decode an accurate enough sequence for us to
be able to make use of it in the edit distance metric.
Furthermore, we are gaging the performance of our recognizers from the WER metric, however
this may not be entirely applicable in the context of proficiency grading. Although the WERs of the
English and German recognizers show a difference of only 8% absolute, it is possible that many of the
errors made by the recognizer for the English data came from the extra non-English words spoken by
the students, while errors for the German data actually came from both the non-German words and
the German words spoken by the students.

7.4

Confidence score metric

The next metric was inspired by work from Franco et al. (1997), who use the posterior probability
output by the acoustic model as a metric. Our work differs from theirs in a significant way. In their
case, they normalize the sum of the frame-based posteriors over each phone sequence, so that if a
particular phone class shows up multiple times in the utterance, the posteriors will be averaged over
each instance of that phone. In our case, we sum over all frames in the whole utterance that contain a
particular phone (in eq. 11), even if the frames are non-contiguous. This allows us to define a metric
based on how confident the recognizer is in the student’s pronunciation of a particular phone class
overall. In fact, we tried their method as well, but saw no statistically significant correlation or very
very weak correlation to the teacher grades.
We derived our confidence score, which we call conf, from the posterior probability of the utterance
as generated by the best TDNN (Architecture 1, AB training data, see section 6). First, we generate
the most likely path through the decoder lattice (the decoded hypothesis as before), along with the
posterior probability p(si |xt ) of the best state si in each frame given the observation xt (see also eq.
11)1 . Once again, we skip silence phones, since we want to focus only on the frames that include
1 The

posterior probability for a frame is 1.0 when there is no path ambiguity in the decoding lattice.
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the student’s spoken answer, and we merge context-dependent phones into their context-independent
version.
Next, we calculate the average posterior probability of each phone class cj in the utterance. We do
this by combining each of the posteriors from word-dependent monophone states si that correspond
to the context-independent phone class cj together into a word-position and context-agnostic version
s (e.g. monophones “a_B/I/E/S” are combined into phone “a”). We then normalize by the number
of frames in the utterance which contain that phone class.

p(cj ) =

T
1 X
p(s|xt )
Nc t=1

(24)

where T is the length of the utterance in frames, s is the word-position agnostic version of all monophone states si which correspond to phone class cj , and Nc is the number of frames in the utterance
which contain phone cj .
This operation is depicted graphically in figure 10 for a hypothesis transcription of an example word
“mama.” The result is two context-independent and word-position agnostic monophone probabilities
p(m) and p(a).

m_B

m_B

a_I

p(a) =

1
5

a_I

a_I

p(m) =

1
4

P

P

p(a|xt )
m_I

m_I

a_E

a_E

p(m|xt )

Figure 10: The posterior probability from all (context/word-position independent) monophones is
summed together and divided over the total number of frames containing that monophone, creating
a context-agnostic metric for each “pure” monophone.
Next, summing the monophone probabilities together and dividing by the total number of monophones N in the utterance gives us the metric we call conf.

conf =

Ns
1 X
p(cj )
N j=1

(25)

Intuitively, this metric reflects how confident the recognizer is in the student’s pronunciation over
all the phone classes. The higher the conf score, the more confident the ASR system is in the student’s
pronunciation, and the higher the teacher grade should be. Comparing our conf metric to the teacher
grades, we do see a statistically significant (p<0.001) positive correlation, as expected.
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Indicator

it2en

it2de

Total

0.361

0.450

Pertinence

0.296

0.449

Grammar

0.296

0.405

Lexicon

0.349

0.413

Pronunciation

0.309

0.437

Fluency

0.329

0.423

Communication

0.345

0.430

Table 21: Spearman ρ correlation between the conf metric and student grades on each indicator, for
the IPRASE test data of native Italians speaking English (it2en) and German (it2de).

7.5

Difference of Confidence Metric

Following Landini (2017), we also tried to use the difference of the conf scores provided by our native
English/German ASR system and our non-native ASR system. We call this metric diff. In their work,
their data included more advanced learners of English with Spanish L1, while our work has beginning
multilingual learners of English/German with Italian L1. They also trained a native HMM-GMM
based ASR system and then adapted it to both native and non-native speakers. On the other hand,
we used our native TDNN model (Architecture 1 with TED/BAS training data) and our best nonnative TDNN model (Architecture 1, AB training data). We, like them, used “pure” monophones in
our two conf metrics to generate the diff metric, and as in their work, a small value in our diff metric
would suggest that the pronunciation of the student is more native-like, while a larger value would
suggest that the pronunciation is more non-native.
We saw a statistically significant (p<0.01) correlation between the diff metric and teacher grades
in the German data, but no correlation for English grades on just some of the metrics (as reported
below).
Indicator

it2en

it2de

Total

-

0.400

Pertinence

-

0.392

Grammar

-

0.360

Lexicon

-

0.418

Pronunciation

-

0.416

Fluency

-

0.366

Communication

-

0.398

Table 22: Spearman ρ correlation between the diff metric and student grades on each indicator, for
the IPRASE test data of native Italians speaking English (it2en) and German (it2de).
The lack of correlation between the difference of the confidences of the two acoustic models in
English and the teacher grades suggests that one or both of the models produces a varying confidence,
regardless of the student’s response. This is likely because there are many competing paths at certain
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points in the decoding lattice. The problem may, of course, stem back to the poor performance
of the recognizer; however, judging from the better WER results we received on the English test
sets (as compared to the German sets), we suspect the problem comes from some other cause. One
possibility is that there may be an issue with our grapheme-to-phoneme model. Since the English
writing system is not always consistent, our grapheme-to-phoneme model often produces multiple
competing pronunciations for the same word. In the end, the actual best path through the lattice
is still correctly chosen; however, there are many competing paths in the decoding lattice, causing a
drop in the recognizer’s confidence score. This is a point that would need to be researched further
within the context of our ASR system.

7.6

Discussion

Overall, we found that the following metrics (features) could be useful for the purposes of training a
larger grading module in future work:
• Number of silence frames in the utterance,
• Length of the utterance in frames,
• The conf metric, based on the posterior probability of the utterance, normalized over the “pure”
phone classes present in the utterance.
On the other hand, the number of hesitations in the utterance did not show any correlation to
teacher grades, nor did a metric similar to conf, but normalized over phone segments.
The edit metric, based on the edit distance between the forced alignment generated by a native
model, and the decoded transcription from a non-native model showed conflicting results. Likewise,
the diff metric, based on the difference of conf scores from a native and non-native model showed
conflicting results.
One confounding factor in our study is the assumption that our native and non-native models
are perfect, such that the only difference between the transcriptions they output are in the students’
speech. Of course, this is far from the truth; we know that our models are not very accurate due to
their high WER. Furthermore, the WER metric may be flawed in the first place, since a recognizer
which mistakes a number of non-target language words is penalized equally to a recognizer which
mistakes the same number of target language words.
Interestingly, we did not see a very big difference in the correlation between our metrics and grades
for phonetic indicators, such as pronunciation and fluency, though intuitively, the edit, conf, and diff
are phonetic-based, which suggests they should perform better for phonetic indicators.
This is likely because the acoustic models are not advanced enough that we can use their output on
such a fine-grained level. That is, at the point where the acoustic model has managed to decode some
useful speech, the utterance would already receive a grade of better than 0 on most grade indicators.
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8

Conclusions and Future Work

In this work, we have shown that non-native automatic speech recognition and proficiency grading,
particularly for multilingual children in the classroom setting, is a very challenging task. We created
an ASR system capable of recognizing speech from multilingual Italian students learning both English
and German. Although our WER remained high, we showed that we are still able to extract useful
features for use in proficiency scoring from the phonetic output of the acoustic models.
Specifically, we saw that L2 learners’ speech is marked by a number of difficult-to-recognize phenomena, including crossover and errors stemming from the native language, as well as increased
number of hesitations and disfluencies. Students learning more than one language at once, as is the
case in our data set, make additional errors stemming from their confusion of the two non-native languages. Child voices and background noise from the classroom setting complicate the problem even
further. Our target data set is particularly difficult, since the students create many spurious noises
(laughing, talking in their native language, etc.) in the recordings. Because of the difficulty of the
task, agreement from human transcribers is fairly low at around 30%, suggesting that our ASR system
may also be capped at a higher WER. Furthermore, the disagreement between transcribers causes
difficulties in creating a gold standard transcription from which we can train the ASR system. Finally,
the low availability of data in the target L1/L2 pair make training an ASR system from in-domain
data a challenge.
For this work, we had available a test data set of approximately 2 hours of Italian children speaking
in spontaneous English and German. Using a hybrid HMM-DNN ASR system trained only on native
English/German speech yielded an incredibly high WER. We saw that replacing the native speech
in the training data with near-domain speech from non-native speakers of our target L1/L2 pairs
(near-domain, because the speech was read, and not spontaneous) gave us some improvement, and by
further including in-domain spontaneous speech, we achieved the best results. The addition of native
speech and extra noise data did not seem to improve the system, but using a larger architecture for
the DNN acoustic model did show better performance than smaller architectures. We saw that the
language model (LM) and pronunciation lexica play a strong role in L2 speech recognition. In our
data set, the students often mix words from three different languages, while our language models were
monolingual, so they were not the best fit for our domain. These aspects, combined with the difficult
data set, caused our acoustic models to struggle with a high WER. Our best systems achieved a WER
of 59% for English, and 67% for German.
Some of the problem stems from our use of a monolingual LM, which is not aware of the mistakes
the students make by mixing words from different languages. We saw in this work that using a
multilingual pronunciation lexicon may increase the model’s confusability, thus reducing performance
for the target language, but the reduction is minimal, and may have actually stemmed from the poor
fit of the LM to our domain. Combining a multilingual pronunciation lexicon with a better LM could
end up improving the performance.
For the purposes of grading the student, we were able to extract phonetic metrics from native
and non-native models based on pronunciation confusability. These metrics included the edit distance
between the phonetic representation of the utterance and a canonical native-like phonetic representation (edit), the phone-based posterior probability of the utterance (conf ), and the difference in
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confidence between native and non-native models (diff ), in addition to the number of silence frames
and the length of the utterance. We used Spearman rank-based correlation to show that the number
of silences, the length of the utterance, and the conf metric correlate (ρ ≈ ±0.3) with the grades
provided to us by human graders (i.e. teachers). The edit metric correlated only for English and
the diff metric correlated only for German. A problematic point for our metrics is that they assume
that the errors in the hypothesis stem from the non-native aspects of the student’s speech; however,
this is not entirely true, since the poor performance of our acoustic model is in large part due to the
difficulty of the task, which gives rise to a lack of confidence in the correlation between our metrics
and student grades.
This work has given rise to a number of potentially interesting avenues for future work in both
non-native speech recognition and proficiency grading.
First of all, we may receive better results by including HMM-GMM based pronunciation adaptation
techniques, transfer learning (e.g. as in Matassoni et al. (2018)), and by tuning hyperparameters for
the acoustic models.
In addition, the WER metric may not be the best fit for testing the quality of recognition in
the context of proficiency scoring. For example, one problem is that this metric is agnostic to the
languages in the reference transcription. That is, the recognizer may make many mistakes for nontarget language words, or it may make many mistakes for target-language words, but the WER
does not reflect the difference between these two cases. Therefore, a better metric could be devised.
Likewise, a better metric then Spearman correlation for testing correlation between acoustic model
output features with teacher grades should be considered.
Finally, although building a full grading module was outside the scope of this work, this still
represents a very interesting task in the realm of computer assisted language learning, which we
would like to explore further.
In summary, speech recognition of low-resource, non-native, spontaneous child speech from (sometimes unmotivated) learners of multiple languages in the noisy classroom setting, and the proficiency
scoring of their spoken responses is a particularly challenging task. Work on this task brings us
closer to the improvement of computer assisted language learning tools, and their wider acceptance
by teachers and learners of a second language.
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Appendices
Appendix A

Phonetic symbols

For the purposes of creating a pronunciation lexicon, we defined a set of cross-lingual phone symbols.
(These would be automatically expanded into context dependent HMM states called “triphones,” with
beginning, middle, end and singleton states.) The phone symbols, along with their IPA transcription are listed below. The first four symbols are the “phones” alloted for background noise/silence,
hesitation, non-speech noise, and the out-of-vocabulary “word,” respectively.
Symbol
@bg
@eh
@ns
@oov
A"
AA
AE
AH
AI
AU
AX
C
DH
E
E@
EA
ER
ER6
EY
I
IA
J
L
NG
O
O"2
O"9
OH
OW
OY
R
S
TH
U
U"
UA
Z

IPA
E:
A
æ
2
aI
aU
@
ç
D
E
@
E:
3
5
eI
I
i@
ñ
L
N
O
ø
œ
6
OU
oI
K
S
T
U
Y
U@
Z

Symbol
a
a:
b
d
dZ
dz
e
e:
f
g
h
i
i:
j
k
l
m
n
o
o:
p
pf
r
s
t
tS
ts
u
u"
u:
v
w
x
z
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IPA
a
a:
b
d
dZ
dz
e
e:
f
g
h
i
i:
j
k
l
m
n
o
o:
p
pf
r
s
t
tS
ts
u
y
u:
v
w
x
z

Appendix B
AM

Acronyms

acoustic model

ASR automatic speech recognition
CALL computer assisted language learning
CEFR Common European Framework of Reference for Languages
CNN convolutional neural network
DNN deep neural network
DE

German language

de2en speech from speakers with L1 German and L2 English
EN

English language

eq.

equation

FBK Fondazione Bruno Kessler (research institute)
GMM Gaussian mixture model
HMM Hidden Markov model
IPA

International Phonetic Alphabet

IPRASE Instituto provinciale per la recera e le sperimentazione educativa (Provincial institute for
educational research and experimentation)
IT

Italian language

it2de speech from speakers with L1 Italian and L2 German
it2en speech from speakers with L1 Italian and L2 English
it2it native Italian speech
L1

native language of a speaker

L2

second language of a speaker

LM

language model

OOV out-of-vocabulary
PDF probability density function
TDNN time-delay neural network
WFST weighted finite state transducer
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